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EDITORIAL 

This second issue of Humanities Journal, JOURNAL 97, retains its com
posite character. It still appears as a cluster-Journal. But I have a feeling the 
third issue of the cluster-journal will not see the light of the day. Instead, 
there will be three separate journals, with titles of their own, flaunting their 
departmental identities. I wish these yet-to-be-born journals an unending 
journey. 

In the meantime we have had a stimulating time together. No 
serious attempt has been made, it is true, to promote an inter-disciplinary 
initiative on the pages ofthis Journal, but, as in the first issue so in this second, 
an assortment of papers of three different categories within the covers of a 
single journal has introduced a welcome variety. Although no definite edi
torial policy has been consistently followed, we have tried to do one thing 
in particular: to accommodate as many papers as possible yielded by the 
seminars organised by the concerned departments. Seven of the eight 
papers contributed by English and Philosophy departments to this issue are 
the products of seminars held in course of the last two years . I take this 
opportunity to thank these scholars who not only enriched the seminars 
they took part in but have, in a sense, made the Journal possible. The readers 
will see my point when they find out that this issue of the Journal contains a 
total of eleven papers only.Of the three Bengali papers, too, one is a seminar 
paper, but presented elsewhere (at Rabindra Bharati University). 

I wish to conclude by offering apology for the delay in publication 
of this issue. (Its cluster-character has to do with this delay-one good 
reason for breaking down the cluster, which is crumbling, any way.) I 
apologize also for some printing errors which have taken place, our best 
efforts not withstanding. 
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~fiIt!fT~'Itttm~, ~~~,~~~~, ~~ 

~~~~~;~~~~~~~~'l1lqC01i'l~ 
~ COl'CJI" ~m ~ 1~~ ~ ~411~ qQ1"C9fC<iS GlI<ilIC-li'l ~~ <lSlC01T ~ 

~; 1fMITif~~ C4lIT'I1TOOf ffiT~~!G'l'~, ~!G'l'~~~~ ~~ 

~~~ I ~~iS$$Iffi~i'l ~ 'Clm ~~ 9fRmT~~~~ 

mrtIl.; ~QAr~~tIf.t !f'\'fTli C1l', >i5t filtv Ci5If '4i'lT iffiI 1-- - - - -~.~ ~~ 

"l!f GlI'4IC41'GCi'li'lllt'U ~ cr'infif'l1C<il ~~~ ~~ firo5 ~ I"~ <2 

.~ lr~O ~ ~~.~ i5R '6 i5Tllm 'fC!lf~~~~~'4i'lT iffiIl 

~~~ >ntJ. ~~~ f5b (f5ffl~)~ fJlom9flf ~ I ~ ~~ 

~~ m ~~ '6 ~~ 9f11:s I!f1ITCf ~9f "mrCf~ 9fTmiffil, f5b 
~ ~~~~ '6 0l'8 ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~4 ~4fU '<il11T' !fClITC~ ~ 

~~Cf'4i'lT~~, ~ I ~1§iiIl\§1W~1 ~Til~Cili'l CU<i"~ 

~~~~!f4WIAf~~~~~-~~~ I f5b C1l' 

fi~ '6 ~ 'r.f'I'f"CImf~"501Ol'~~, !f<ilfi ~~'6 W ~~ 

~~ ~~~ 9fl1'G1;( I ~ ~!f<ilfi 9fTRl~~~'\'f 4Ci'l" ~~ ll'Jm 'I'f"CImf 

~~ 1~~~'\'f >ntJ. 'I'f"CImf~. ~~ !f"ft,>n ~m >1$1IC01154 CfCG'I'Ol', 

''>mJ.'I1OO ~9J.<f If"Qi\5T '~C\lC~01 ~Qf ~ !f<ilfi ~" I ~ Ib ~. ~9J.<f~ 'fC!lf 

'I'f'IfJ C01'4ffiJ ~ C1l' ~~ Gl"i~~i'l ~'\'f ~ \§l ~~~ 1i5Im ~ 

\5TTt<i"C~~~~~W~~tf I'~~~~~~~~~ 

~\!TC4~4fU~~tfmcmr I \5TTlIm~~~~~~~ 

~I 
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I 

~~fi~~<TIfi1~~~ I~~~~Q@~~ I 

~<T\ 9j~~&f<flICG1 ~ M~~~IC~~~~ C~f1'tC~?1 ~~~~~ 

~~?fWID~I~~~~~~I~I~~ 
~~~~CU~~'fTtff I~-~~~~~~ I 

'~'~~~~,~ \5I~01~j ~ I ~ ~~ ~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~ I ~~~tff;:rr

~~~~tff I ~~morr ~ I ~ I \5I1O'IT'TI ~~~ 

\5IBf ~ ~ \51~ \51&111<1011'& ~ I \5IQ)"D ~ ~~ ~~ <mi11" ~~ ~-~~ 

~I ~~, ~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~\511~ ~ ~ 

Yes lin the sea of life enisled
 

With echoing straits between us thrown,
 

Dotting the shoreless watery wild,
 

We mortal millions live alone.
 

The islands feel the enclasping flow
 
And then their endless bounds they know
 

Oh! then a longing like despair
 
Is to their farthest caverns sent;
 
For surely once, they feel, we were
 

Parts of a single continent!
 

Now round as spreads the watery plain


Oh might our marges meet again!
 

Who ordered that their longing's fire
 

Should be, as soon as kindled, cooled?
 

Who renders vain their deep desire ? 

A God, a God their severance ruled!
 
And bade betwixt their shores to be
 
The unplumbed, salt, estranging sea." ~ q
 

~Q@1!3 tffi'l''lT ~ \5I&l~~iC111i'1 ~ JfC"5f <I~~jC01i'1 ~~ ~~ ~~~'if ~ 

~~ I "~~tff~i:tlIC"1i'1 ~~~, \5IQ)"D~~CU<lllfoT I"~b-~ll 

~ ;rn-~, ~~ ~1!3 ~~~ I I5lfOlm ~ICG1I<1j)@ ~ '~15lfOlm 

~~I!3\51<1"1J'tlI~ I~~~~~~~ 1~~<I'~I5lfOlm1fU 

~~ ~~ I ~~ I ~ ~~ ~~ I ~ ~ ~'lNrn<I> I ~~ ~<ffil ~~ 

'!l~<lfbCI(3Ji'1 ~ ~ ~ I ~<mr~ ~ ;m:r<ll ~<I'~ ~~~ 

'~1!3~~~~~~,~~~~~ 1~1!3~~Q[ffi 

\5ITi5Pf ~ 1m <RfaI"IIC>1i'1 ~!fTtfTOjJ ~ <.!llf"foT I ~~ ~ m ~<I"<I1i'1", ~ ~,~ 

~~'f~ I ~ ~ ~~ ~"CI5~ ~-~~~ 'PfC""Ii'1" C"!:tl' ~~ 9f~fu; ~<f ~~: 
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')JI!Jn..,n4l~~~~ : 
~~:!f'lfitP1i!1tt"l fit;~ ~~ us» 

m-~<f~~~~ ~cc@f~!IT~~ I '!l1f~~ 
~~~~ 1~~~I8'ID1~f4'~C"l!il~~~~1 

~l8m~ W:1ij18 ~"i'f~~~ I i5lrn~~~ ~ ~ ~ 

~~~~-

'~~~m~~"1 

~~ !il~t!t~"i'"i '~Iq'tP!.l!il ~ 18 ~~~ ,~~ : 

"i!i\Nm~~~~~~~~~~~I~ 

~ ~~ ~ ~<f~~~ ~, fiIr!IT, ~, ~,~-'~"f4''='i''i'f ~ 
~~~~~~i5l1fimT~orr, ~~~~~orrl 

lJfU ~ W:1ij ~~ ~ I'\~O 

<pi~"II'>1!il l"f ~ <Pf4G\C<p i51T9f01' ~ 18 ~ 15l,£~RJ!il <fCo{ , ~~~ 

fi i1:q"i"l-(c"i!il ~ ~<f~ ~<f fi '!I~~o:r<M''ll!il~, ~~~ ~~ 

~~ I~~~~~,~~~-~~!fcm9fC<{~~ 

~,~ 1i5lrn~~~9f~~~~~fi~~fi 

~~-"~~~~~C<l'~.?'~~:q;ff1JlCf.mijT 

~~Iij~<ji~~~'fCf.~~I ~~~~~ 

~~orr-~R~, ~<mrr~~ I" ~~ ~i!lfS~~ 

ll"fIiC<ji ~lfOf~~~ :

"~f.trgf;yRt& ~~, W;ff~~~
 

~~~~CfTIf'7/~I~I§~ c<If ~'5TT'f[T'Sf
 

fifa;r C1I, <!1<fi '5l1:l,Si/..,J/t..,n4l "Rf/l( ~ imJ[ ~~
 

~~?~~~~9fT~iSiIT"I'~,ft
 
~~~'8~'SfC"~'8~~"IT<fi"?'!J~
 

~~~ ~~ <l'TiST ~~~ <p1~"II>1'<p ~~ 

<l"C01~~: 

~ ~~ '1f:T~: lf~:
 

~Q{r: If ~C., : ~: :!fT~: I
 

~~"ffit~<f?lO{ -&~ ~
 

~~~f'7·/~·61§"In61§'''I~ I '!J'!J
 

<p1~"II'>1!il ~~18 ~f.lW~~ I m- ~ ~~~~~~~ 

18~~1~~I"i>1'''I'<p~~~~~~~ 

~l8m ~ orr I ~ tffif'1T fi~~ I '~'~~~<I'''~'''"i ~ <ji~-
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~~ . .il : '"[0T -~~, ~~~-~~ 

~~ . .il :~~~-~'rr 

~~. ~ : ~-lr8, ~~~-~~ 

~8 . .il : '"[0T-~~, ~~~-~~ 

~a. ~'lI~?l": ~~~~"fC~~~'R~'1, '"[0T-~a'rr-~~~ 

~~. IS: ~'1f~mpplT9fTlfTm: '~~' '8~'r1" ~ ~~'\~, '"[0T-~'rr~ 

~ '\. Matthew Arnold: To Marguerite The 5th part of the poem. Switzer
land, Matthew Arnold's poems, Introduction by R.A. Scott James, 1. M. 
Dent and Sons Ltd; London 1959; pp-64-65. 
~'rr.~'lI~;'~"~~'~,'"[0T-~~~('rr) 

~~. ~'PI: (<!'lfal'lICJ'li'l~', ~,,m-'\'rr, ~~~-~ 

~o.~~~:'~','~~'~,m-~~~(~) 

~~ . .il : '"[0T -~~~( ~) 

~~.~ 

~~. ~ 'PI: '<plfal'lICJ'li'l ~'~,m - '\ 'rr 

~8.~~~:'~"~'~,m~~a 

ec, ~'PI: '<!'lfal'lICJ'li'l ~'~~~"f9ff'ltl<!'T, ~~~~'1, ,m-a 1 

~~: i£l~~ ~~ <i1<!'Jf(;C~~,'~ ~~olr i£l?l"<f~'Pixft;r~9fT~I' 
i£l?l" iSfm'\'(H:f Wf'~ ~~~lr i£l?l" '~'~~9fT ~ I' 

'.:;1" 

J 
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<fl~~'8~~ 

15l~~I~~ 

I!i~ 15l11R3<lS1~C<lS ~~ mr <lSC~~Cl1I~ , ~, ~I Ql~, ~ 15lTC"il ~ 

~~~ I~~~?~~~~~, ~~~

~~ ~~? 'fCl1T~, ~ ~~~ c:q;IC"lInl~ ~ ''IT I ~ i811f4C~~Cl1." c;<Iii{ 

~~~~I~~~<qs@ I 

~~~~~~~~~f.t 1~~<lS~~~~~ 

~~~ ~~ ~ - '8~ >tf'bq;I::lIC<l ~ trn".mr ~~~<t>Ur ~ ~ @9fRl" I 

~~~~?<.:<m"lT~~~<n~~~ I~~ 

<lSQ./lUr ~~ o:rn- I~ ~,~ <lS~~ ~ ~<t>Ur~ 'SITC"il i5T'8 o:rn- I~, 

i5fCil<t\" ,,~~ ~ !f~ If~<t>m ~~ ~ - <t1mt c;i5"C")l ~~, ~~ 

~ I q;f<l~ICq;, ~~ ~ ~ o:rn-, C:q;<lCl1~IJl ~ ~ llmr ~ I~ ''IT i5T, 

~o:mrm~~~1 

~ f<l> ~~, ~~ ~~"WI" ~~ <.:<tT<m~1 ~~ 

~ ~-\1lf~~~~, Il<lf.lo:rn-I ~<t"C71O'f ~?~, \1lf~"lT ~? 

~ <t"C71O'f - ~~~ ~~~ c:-i1iCf I<t>f<li5T <.:i5T i5T'8 o:rn- I~~<lS <n 

~<lSTflf<l' ~ ~ ~, ~ 'i1if, @'9filW1, ~'8 ll!TC<t' I f<l;:ij ~ llmr <t>f<li5T <n 

'i1if <n @9fiffi>t' -<.:<l'1"l ~ern fifm~ern \1lfQ{ ~m - i5T f.t~ <I'm ~ I ~, ~ 

<.:i5T, ~QJT \1lfm ~QJT ~<lS ~ ~~ I 

'5lTCID ~<t>Urfi!<ti~~, ~~~, ~R>fI1.,q;I~ <lSQjI<lI~iC~~~, ~~<t>Ur 

~ <qs@ ''IT ~ I ~~ m ~ fi!<ti I '~~ ~ c:~ ~~ '*ilf<l~., 

9f~' ~~ "f'lf-<tlllC<lS ~ Il<lf.l '8 \1lf'<fui9f ~<lS ~~ 'fCl1T ~~ -~ ~'a; ~ 

~9f~C:~~~ I ~~9fTCitC:"ilO'f~~~1 \1lfQ(5~_<n~~~ 

~~ SOy (~-~-~)~ 1~~m~~~~'ii1i5lICCl1I~., ~.,C~ 

~ ''IT , ~!f~ ~ I ~~, ~fcto:m>t" C:~!f~ '8~~ (devia
tion) ~~~<t>Ur"!fu;, ~~~<t>Ur~<.:<lSlffi1"Cf~~~~eMij~ ~ I ~~, 

~~ Il<lf.l <n \1lfQ{ o:rn-, "f'lf~M" >tii81IC.,I~ trn"Cf'8 ~~~, ~ ~@9fT'i1i'f~~ 

c:q;IC.,lnl~ ~ @c~ o:rn- I 

\1lfQ(5 "f'lf~M"~~<t>f<li5T I f<l;:ij~~ ~"f'lf I C:9fT9fi81If4C~~C.,., The 
sound must seem an echo to the sense. f<l;:ij <t>rn" sense? C:q;<l"~IJ:I~ 

f<l>? 
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~~ C~~ <.!l<m ~ f.'OO'f ~ ~ <.!l~~~, ~ 

'Poetry' ~ (The Laurel Poetry Series, 1961) 'Sound patrerns'aecs 
~ <l'C?l~0101 - One thing we know will differentiate verse from prose 
in an experience in the ear : poetry is rhythmically patterned lan
guage'. (p.35) ~~<rnfCOT<.!l~<fO'ITDC01"'~~<1I5~~~'(~ 

~, ~~'\b-) I 

<.!l~~ 'SW1T <.!l~ JlVl ~\S ~ fiTC~~0101 ~: 'Rhythmical 
patterns are widely varied, however, and lead at once into the ques
tion of how 'free' verse can be " 

~~, Ql ~ ~'~~'o:rn I Ql ~ ~'~~'~ 

~~ I ~~~ - '~~JI:;)I?lC~?l ~Q)T ~ Jlil1'T' ~~ <.!li5TC<f ~~I:;)I?lC~?l 

~Q)T , <.!l<f~ ~9@ ~~ C~, ~ Jlil1'T I ~~ll:;)i?lC~?l; ~Q)T; ~; Jlil1'T - <.!l~CC'!T?l" 

\!ilIO'!M \!ilIO'!M ~~~~ ~ on~ I '~~I:;)I?lC~?l ~Q)T'~~~~, 

<.!l~ <.!l<l'fij <.!l~ - lim -m <.!l<m ~~, i5[~ ~ <.!l<m -m ~ ~l:fl ~, lim 

i5[~9f<n~9f~I~~~~~~~~<.!l<m~-lIm 

<.!l~ <.!l<m ~~ ~ <m'Sf\S <fW, ~\S <fW I <.!l~ ~, ~; ~;fil;~; 

tlI01mRi;t&?l ;~;/oo; ~\Sm; ~\Sm; o:rn;~; i5f1nlT;~; i5f1JfT-<.!l~~~~c<l' 

~~~c~,~~c~~~~~,~~~~ 

~, ~ i5[Q.{ ~~, ~ CJf Jf<fC'"Ilf~ -'~~' o:rn I ~~ ~ i51ID, 

<.!l<f~ f.1fiit>~I:;)IC<l~ ~ I 

<.!l~QRl Sound patterns <.!l?l" I5lIC01lb01I~ how "free" verse can be 

- <.!l~!f'!f~~~'ifi5~'f I ~~\S C'"Ilf~~~Q)T, <.!l<m.m9f I <.!l<f~ 

~~Q)T\S ~~~~ $lIC9f, ~Q)T\S ~~ I ~ <.!l<m ~'iffiT ~ 

~ ~~-i5[Q.{-~ <.!l~ ~ i5f<i~ ~~<l'IC<l' I51Vffi l:;)J?l>lI~JC<l' ~ on"<l'?l11 

~~<.!l~~"<l'?l1~ I~~~~~~ I~~~~I 

~~ -\S."C'SfI.<f'[ I ~)f.~ I W.~. ~.tI I ~, 'Sf.rn I '1,.,..f<j>.~1 ~,9fT.?l" I "'.~. 

i5[.lS.Ofo\.~.;:r -~ ~'ff@j~~~~ C\5C1; ~, i5[~ <.!l<m ~ ~ <.!l<f~ ~ 

<.!l~~'if~~~ I~, <.!l~~~~, ~~~Q)T I i5[~, 

~"fC<If?l"<.!l~~\S~on, ~~, ~~~~~<.!l~~ 

~ I ~~ 19ffir?lT~~ I ~ffitl,~ I <.!l ~~C~JUC<101I<l'I?l Cb'TI~TI 

~ ~ ~'f?l" m <.!l~ ~ ~\S ffi~ f<j> - ~ ~ ~ 9ffir?lT~~ 

~<fr~~? 

~~ , ~<.!l<f~~ <.!l~ lJ:t& ~'f ~ o:rn, "fC<If?l" tl'lf.1 Jf~~
~'f01" <fT '"l.'&~~~ @~ Ql Jf~~, c~~~ ~Q)T; ~'1""C'6~~ 
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~~ I ~ '~~'OIi:tC~i:t <liQ[f' \5!1i:t" '~~' -~i:t" m~ ~C<li ~ ~

~~I ~~~i5lTC'it~-<n~~ -~~~~J<iil)<p~~~~, ~ 

~~~~ ~ C<iTtf ~ C<i'fCi'lT ~'l\I§ <m ? 

trm ~ , ~~~ ~~ ~ <n~~, :>j1i:t"lI~5fC.,i:t <m f<l~~"I" 

~~ '8l1'i1C:~'i ~, CJ1 <i'T<i1 ~9f ~ ~ ~ '~<i'i11(3f'g '8l1"lT ~ <t>UJ'

~~ fi'l\l§ ~~ ~~~~ - CJ1 f<l; C<i'fCi'lT ~~-~ ~~ ~ 

!f<p"f"l<pI~'ii ~ C'i"C<i" ? ;nf<l; fi'l\l§ ~,~ ]JIf\S-rc;;:rn ~~ C<i'fCi'lT ~ i5ffilie 

<t>UJ C'i"C<i" ~~'ifClf? ~~~~ I 

,~~ ~<li~~ ~~~~~ <m ':>jIi:t"t1~5f"'- ~ 

~ i3@ ~""lC~ 9fT'i" \5!1i:t",~~, ~ i3@ ~~ ~9f 9frn ~~<t>fU ~9{fft 

<iN"- ~el1CI(3i:t ~ <mwmr : 
~<!J~~I 

f.tm~1 

~H!r?fO'fFf~ I ~~ I (8+8+8+6) 

<!J~ ypRf CflTr?f I 

~~C<fi~~1 

~lf?f'l9f'T~ I~~ I (8+8+8+6) 

~ ~ t~<P R5.,-R5." ~Qj<ff !f~ -s 9f~1[ 9f~R1>i:t" \5llti~I\1lIC<P 'b@-'b@ 

~~ - ~~ ~~ 'Sense' ~i:t" ~ ~ \5l'¥'!'i" ':(.,C:~ ~ f<l; ? ~Q/'l) 

~c;<Il ~ ~i5TC<f ~ : 

~/<!J~~/ 4+4 
,fttm/~/ 3+5 
~~ a / 0'fFf~ / ~/ ~/ 3+5++3+3 
<!J~ / ypRf CflTr?f / 3+5 
~~C<fi/~~/ 4+4 
~/'l9f'T/~/~/~ (3+3)+2+3+3 

~ ~~ \5!1i:t" ~~ C<it:MT '~ ~ Ci:t' ~~~~ ~ , '~'i:t" ~<f Q[fc;<Il 

~~'t~ '>iTtf-'i1W~~ , ~~~~on"\5lOU C<i'fCi'lT~; ~,~~~ 

~~~~lJT~m~~~~C"'rn~ I 

~ 1!TC'i" • ~C'iI'OI<iC<p, ~trW' ,~ <mwmr ~~ COT~m ~~1!'i" 

om I ~.~ ~~~~~ '~C:"'fI'83I'i' QJT<t>t<i" ~1!'i" tre:i:t" COT~m~ 'bC01" on I 
T.S Eliot i3@'The Music of Poetry' CI5 '8l1f.1C{l~C.,'i , 'I have never been able 
to retain the names of feet and meters, or to pay the proper respect to the 
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accepted rules of scansion ......This is not to say that I consider the analyti
cal study of metric, of the abstract forms which sound so extraordinarily 
different when handled by different poets, to be utter waste of time. It is 
only that a study of anatomy will not teach you how to make a hen lay 
eggs......' 

~~~C1IC1 ~~, ~~~~~~~CrJll::ll~C'l', i51'f"Cq''ifC'l' 

~~mCf ~ ~ ~'\'fC"f : A metrical scheme in itself is simply a mechanical 
framework, a convention, within which, (and against which ~ ~~) 

the poet orders his individual poetic movement (Drew: p.141)1 1!1~ 

1!1~~~~~~~~-~.'>f\5~CrJll::llc~~~mCf~~ I 

\Sf~~CrJII::lIC"l~ ~-m~~~, ~~~(speech rhythm) 11!1~ 

~~~ qiQ[f ~~ i5Rf qiQ[f~CC1T ~ <liWT <liWT-cl::l~~'l'I~ ~ i51'f"Cq''if ~ 

~~C'C1'm $ $ ~~~~ '8~ I 

ffi'lfT~"lRarr~~fJj~m~~ c<molT~~~ 

~f.T-~fcl;I!1~Cll", ~~~~~~~'ti:1 ~orr, ~~ 

~ "lil"lT ''IT i5IOU ~ clf<ll~~C"'l lGillGil c.~ I~~~ ''IT ~ C'l'T~? 

~~9RIm~~~~~, ~~~~~~~ 

~CSi?:'if~\!iffi;'if~----{)T~~~~~~~~~I~~ 

~~, ~ 'gesture without motion'~~9f~IC~~~~I 

~~~,~~~~~tf,~~I~'!C~~~?i9f~~,~ 

~~C"'lII::lI~C'l'~~~~orr I ~~~~~~ 1~\5l11)

~ ~JlTtIJ~orr -1!1~~, ~<f, 1!1~ ~CrJll::ll~C'l' ~ ~ 
'8~f¥T / ~ / ~~C9fUl 

~<rn" / ~'5{T: ~5?! / ~ 

1!1~~~~~~tf~1 

~~~ml!1~~~~~ 1~<plm~~~,~'tC1ICC1~ 

l~ @~'~ ~;ffi1 ~ ~t[J ~ 1!1~ ~-~ ~ ~ <I'm ~ f.T 

("lTq;arr ~ ~~) I m'8~ qiQ[f'8 ~ I c<l""'l" orr ~~~ ~ m fi'm 
~~~I!1~q;f<t, 1~~~'-I!1~~~~~I!1<ffi~ 

~ QT ~~~ ~ ~tf'l' <Pt(JICC1ibrJi ~ ~ 1!1~ ~ l~liji ~~'-~ 

'l'1~J~t>rJl <I'm ~ ~~filrJ'l'i~ ~ I ~~~~ \!if\5JTD1 \Sfrn ~ orr 
1!1~1 

~~ ~~~~ \Sfrn ~~ JITC'Pf'lli 1!1<f~ ~CrJII::lIC~~ 

~ ?i~~ I 15~ i5m qi~rn ~ 'naturally comes in after the 2nd, 
3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 10th, lith and 12th'. ~ '5l~\llI'l1'D1" C"bNt ~ 

<fT~~, fcl;~ ~ QT If''1T~~ ~~, ~fu5~~ "709flT ~, I5T !i~ ~~ 
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I 

~"1bC~~.~~~ I~Ql\5T~T-iSl~\ilI'iP~qfar~~~CIf~TiPf~~, iSl~\ili~ 

~~~~Wl', ~~~~~~~, ~~~i5lrn" 

\!I<li ~~fu;~~ iSltlfi'lfill>\:l iSlR,CO'I\:liC"f~ ~~arr~ ~'l ~ ~ f'!~CajO'l ~ 

~lTQJW~ ~'l c<ntr~~~ I 

~~, R ~ lTf'!!f<liT"f 9ffiI~, ~~~~'l 

C~ lTT'8ID ~ "l1T ~~~ ~CO'Ii\:lI~t&C<p I ~ c<f1<m ~~~ ft<l; 

ft<l; ~ 9frnT I ~ ~ <li~ "l1T, ~ <li~ roar \!I~ ~ I ~ 'To the skilled 
poet, the regular metrical beat is a foundation, a norm from which to 
depart and return. It is an element in a larger movement, his rhythm. 
Rhythm means "flow", and flow is determined by meaning more than 
meter, by feeling more than feet. It represents the freedom the poet 
can use within his own self-imposed necessity'. (Poetry - Elizabeth 
Drew, pAl) 

~~~~ '5rQ/ ~ <p!4\:llC<P C\:l\:l~ CQfC<p ~ 0'8m \!I<li 

iSliC{liiSiO'l I ~ 'replacement' ~R, ~~ I 'replacemenr-cs aes 

'place' ~ ~~, ~!m ~ ft<l; C<liT~ ~~~~~ I 

~~~C<l'Of~~'8~ 1~~~~~C\:l\:l~ 

CQfC<p ~~ <p!4\:liC<P I ~'8 i5lrn" \!I<li ~'l I 

i5lrn"~~~~ I Verse libre I ~~~~~~ 

~~,~~®{l\:ljC~~~,~~,~~onm~arr~<n'~'~ 

~mrml"~~ I ~~~~tfTlf~~>tliSilCill~ \!I~~:!IQr{liC<P~ 

~~~~C'M<1f 1\!I~~~>tCb\:lO'l\:lIC~\!I<l'l1T~~~~~1 

\5T~\5l~l!Ii"ll'C~~~~~~'&~C""f~~ I~,~~,~ 

~CO'II\:li~R,M<fi, \!I<r~ ~CO'Ii\:llC~~ ~'I1T ~ ~ - ~ \!I~ ~ ~Cili\:liC~~ ~~ 

~~~fiW3~~~ I ~ClTT~~~~ I'~~'~ 

~~~9fCI!I"~~: 

~~ , ~~, ClfC<ld('I't"l
 

~, ~~; f5fiPf i§f~
 

rr,iffi1 ~ ¢t; ~~ !
 
fiR~~~~/~ 

~9fT~-<!I~~~

<!I~ f%1f-i5fI"Tr, ;rr~, <!I C~ ~! 

~-~ i?i/Tfit, <fT<1SC'r-~, 

lJ'6/'i,,'I:<I~ ~, ~~ 

~, Pf;</S1W,~, ~-~ff? 

~~~~~~\!I<lii5l'~~~If61<pI~ \5l'i~~~1fCOT~\!I~ I ~~ 
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~~C"111:l1<1C~ q;m, e:>jl~k~IiiI"1, 1~':<ICG1 ~~ ~~M~ml 

1.!1~9fTV'f~~~~ : 

fi:r N U'~ ~ Jflfl~~~,
 
~~fit \5T?fT ? -&?F9(jt '5flfit
 

~,~,ml5T~
 

~ <ffi'f Wit ~~ 9fT1,Wf.rI.•• 

~p,@/?f~, <t!.G1R~&:rJ 

~ 9(q.J- 9fN, If?! ~ \5T{?f,
 

~Q[ ! -~Q[ ? C<fi ~ firo'r
 
<.!J~, ~ -&'ff.tfir, ~ '5T~ !...
 
~ 9ff?ttfR "fil~; ~
 

~, ... 
~,~, ,~, ~,~, " "" 
~'''''''' '11"11 ~'8m ,<-"'-(I i5ffif 'J;~-"" '11"11 ~'8m \5fMT-I.!1~;r.:r I ~C"1II:lIC<1*1 DR"I 

"fC<Irn~~9ffC"U~~ 11.!1~~-~,~'~~' I '~Q[' ffl'8 

~ ~C"1II:lIC<1*1 9fT~~~ <s~ I 1.!1<!ifU ~ ~tI'T-~iTfQ[-~ ~ 

<1~<1i1>f.l~ 1I.!1*1' \5I'Tf ~~ i5ffif 1.!1~~i5lT<l'T~ ~~~ - ~Q[? ~~ 

NG1' 1.!1 ~-~ ~ 1.!1~;ffift I ~Q[ \5m ~ \5Ir{l 'l1"I I 

~~DT9fe~~~c;r.:r~"1"If I~~DTC~~~ 

~~m9f I ~~~~'8 ~~9f'1Vf"1~~~~c<ifbI.!1Jc~ 

-C01C~ ~ 9fIff<nf<l> -<fC01 ~~~ iTf ~ I ~ ~~~~~ "fC<Irn 

~~ I ~ fflR$ C'fG[~ em ~ ">ffffi ~,c<r~ ~<l'f<11~ 

~~ I c<r~ ~ ~ ~ QfTC"<i> -n, ~ ~~'8 iTf I ~ QfTC"<i> 

~~ I 1.!1<i~ ~ 15I"i~f0- ~~ c<r G11'ifG1' ~~ <ifaf ? 
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b~~?-1 ~ '8 <fT\G11" ~ g D$T '8 >j~I<1~r 

\5frfi'1>(*~I~ ~ 

m~\5M~I~~~~~~~~~I~~ ~ 
~~~ ~~, ~ <jaIT ~ I \5M \5lIC"1lb"li~ ''IT''lTil ~ 1'1<t'>1~i"l 

~m~,~~~'8i0C~I~I<1~\5lH~~~ I~~~ 

~~9f~T"T ~ ~ I i5I1<mf <1i1UlT ~ ~~ '>imI 9fT'8m 'qffi f.t I 

'.:>b-b-O "l1'1'1T'f ~ c9fiaf <1C"1~"1"l «[ ~1~If<lbiC~~~ ~~ I ~ 

~c~~~ ~ m ~ <fTIf~ '8~ f.t I i5I1<mf ~~ C>1I>jJCM 

<11!f~1~1"11~ '1Tlffif'f ~1~1f<liS3i"l '8 ~~1~1f<liS3iC"l~ ~ ~ ~ I ~~ 

~1~1f<liS3I~~1 ~~, ~~~~(diachronic studY)~1 ~ 

~ ~~(Synchronic) ~ ~ I C:Z"1~C;l~ ('.:>ll>Q~) ~ ~m m 

~~~~~~ 1~<1i'1Ttlrn'f~i0?Z1>1t:6I~'>1Vf~~I~If<liS3I"l 

~ ~'8m @~ I c9fiaf f<l;~<1i C:Z"1~C:.t~ -~~~~ I ~ ~~ 

~1~1~<1iS3IH<1' ~ ~ ~i0?Z1~<1' ~i~If<liS3I"lC<1''8 ~ ~, ~ '\5f~ ~ 

~' ~ ~ 'qffi "l1 I ~~ ~~ i5lm <1"~ ~ ~~ Clfjll"1J~i"l~1 

~ I 9fG'f f<l;~ ~ <jaIT'qffi g 

'This pendulum may finally have come to a position of rest.' 

~~ Clfl"1It:il1~0'1~~~ :>J.~i0<1~I~ ~9fT~~~ '89fm '<1i~arr 

~ @~9ffu '8 Jl'~f<l<1'I-l' ~b"llrrk<1' ~'f ffi I ~ ~1~1f<liS3i"lb6i ~~, 

<1"~,~, ~~~~ ~~ I '.:>ll>~~ ~ ~ ~~ <1i($fairn" 

\5l1~li>1~IC"l~ ~<;flf ~ ~ I ~~ \5li~li>1~iC"l~ ~-f.t<1'T"T !I1iS3iS1C"l~1 ~ 

~<1"~~ 1~~~I~If<liS3I"lb6i~~\5l1~~'>j"~fiil;~~~~ I ~ 

'>1"<1" ~ \5lIC"1lb"ll~ \5f<1"<1'T"T ~ "l1 I ~ ~i~If<liS3IC"l~ ~ N'1fC'& ~~~ 

H<fr>j- 'I1[;:lC<1-fVf ~\5l1~ ~m "l1 I 9fT"tT9fTfi'r <1i~amr ~~~\5lICi7\lb<1'Clf~ 

<1'liST<1'C~{~ ~ '8 ~~ 00'8"bi71"C<1" I 

mID ~ "re<1' ~~ ~fG-~ '8 ~~""1'"<1' \5~r.:r \5lIC"1Ibi'lI~ 9f';l1fG-~ 

"lfT'PfU ~ I \5T1l1<1"~"f, \5T1ffif @~'>j" ~<1' ~'8 ~<1fS~ l:ffi:1"'iT, \5T1ffif ~-~~ m 
~'>1"<1" \5frr"1Tb"l1~ ~<1'~T m~T<1"lihI5T'8 N.i71" I ~fG-~T~<1' ~..~n1'>j"'ifiT;:r ~T~T ~<1' fu;"f~ 

\5~ ~i~i<1J<1:Zi~ \5llc"11fb~ ~ "l11 C'>i"q~ ~~m 9fC~ !I<1'ffi ('.:> ll> '.:> Q) 
i§rn \5~T~ ~!I~ ~~(Historical)<1T ~(Diachronic)<!I<1~ 

<1~<1T <!I~ (Descriptive or Synchronic) ~ tlrn'iT ~ ('>fa! I ~ !f~ 
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~~~~~ (given point of time) <rf.mT ~~~a'!pp,~~ ~ I~ 

f.tar\:lI~Ir<liMlc"B1 <r~~ I >r:tl~<J!~I~'8 Wi5M~<n~O'IP1TI~'T<..!l<r~A brief 
sketch of Bengali phonetics' <..!l <..!l~~15f'l~ <!'C~~CC1"l1 

("ij)j)C~~ I5llc~<!'fU rom'8 15lT~ \:l1~Ir<liMIC"l ~~ 'STTf~ I '3"1 ~ 

~ <n Structure <..!l~ tfrn'fT I ~ @9fT'iT"'[ rmt<r<fC<1' "1JU 9fRf'f'l<l' (Complemen
tary) ~ 15T'if ~~ - <..!l'1lfU ~ ~(Syntactic), \5[~ ~ "f<lf?ll9f~ 

(C>1P;j)c~~ ~ Paradigmatic) I <..!l'1lfU ~ @~(particular context) 
@~~~ '11fO'I ~ '3TC<!' <fC1T ~ "f<lf?ll9f~ ~ I \5[f<ffif @9fT'iT"'[~far ~ 

15lTI1''8 ~~ <fIfC1RT, ~ '1fo'r ~~ I 

~~~ QT\:ll~ 1r<ll5lc~~~~<..!l~ @9fT'iT"'[rmt<r'T.!f "1JU ~ 

~'8~~~ I ffi'if~ tfrn'fT <..!l~ 'j1~"I'~'<lC<!' 15lTI1''8 ~~ I ~~~, 

~~lc<!'i<l>1"l ~'8~ (Marked and Unmarked terms) tfrn'fT~mr 

~I 

<..!l~ C>1I>rK~~ C1T~ (Language) <..!l'1"~~ (parole) ~ <..!l<!'fo'l ~ 

~~ I ~'8 \:l1~I<lJ<l~i1 (Language Competence and Perfor
mance) QT 15l1O'I1'fI, <..!l~ ~ ~ I5ltCC1INi~ ~ I <..!l~~~ <..!l<!'UT ~ 

lffi1''fTI5lTI1'\:lI~I<lJ<l~~ ~~~ ~ (Techniques of expression) I ~ 

~~ <.§rn ~'T QT competence performance <..!l~ ~ ~, '3"1'8 
C>1Pj)C~~ ~tfrn~ '8~~ I 

C>1P.l)C~~ <..!l~ \:ll~i~ic<!' ~~15l1CC1lfb~ ~tfrn'fT(Trinity theory)~~ 

~~ 1~~I5lTC~\:lI~Ir<liMl~C'T~~~~9fi1'm'1~~ I ~ 

!f~~r<l~i"l~I~ >1~>1JI'STIC1 C~~~ I <..!l<!'ffl ~~ ~ \:l1~Ir<liMiC"li1 

~~~ ~~ I ~ 15l"TC~ \:l1~Ir<liMl"l ~ \5['l:\:lI~Ir<l~I"l(microlinguistics), 

<..!l~ '3"1 ~ ~~ ~1~1r<l'83I"l (macrolinguistics) I ~ l5liCC1II5C<!'~ ~-

De Saussure was among the first to seethat language is a self
contained system whose independent parts function and acquire value 
through their relationship to the whole. 

far'8;wf ~ <..!l~~rom~~ mm OM" I <..!l~ r<l~I~<!'c~i'l ~ ~ 

~~~1-\!)\!)\5[,*~ ~1T~ 1<..!l~~~9fV1~I~Ir<l'83I~C'T~"1JUC'if@~~~ I 

~ ~~ ~ <..!l q;ro;( "'l1f~ ~ ~~, ~jf~~ c<IT'iffC<lT'ifC<!' ~~~ I 

~~ a~lll>c"tSi1~~ \5[~~ >1i~~lC<qll:f '8m~~ c<IT'iffC<lT'ifC<!' 'IT'! fIfrn ~lJ. 

~1~iC"IC:~~ ~'T I 

<..!l~ C>11>j)c~~ ~ ~~ ~ <..!l"l' ~ ~ <..!l'1"~ ~'T'WT 

(Behaviourism) 9fRf'fi3~ I ~~lJ.~, ~~"l'~-<..!l~~1~1r<l'831"l1561i1 
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~~~~~~ I~, ~~~i5PT~~~~~ 

1I:l1~If.:1esl"'l ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~Q "I C~ I!I~~~~trmerrn !RIT"I ~%'5 

II:lI~lf.:1esIC"'l~ ~~~~ II!I~~ -~~~ (Transformational 
generative)~~~~,1!I1fO{"'IV1~l!IiiI~~~~ 

~f.f I 

~ ~@f~ ~~ -a~ ~~9f \5lICil1ib"'li <m' l!liiI ~!IW~~ 

trmCfTm 1~~.~~~'8I!1ii1~~I!1~~~ 

~~~ I!I~~ ~~vom~9fil<u I 

~I"'l<ill:ll~i~ ~ ~~~ I!I~ ~~+ji"W1M>~ trmCfT 'W'f I!I~ I ~ C<iSTC"'l1 

iS11ffiI \5l"l>1iliIC"'l~ ~~~~~ -1!I<Jfi1 ~~~ (~~) I ~ 

.~~~ ~<iT~~ ~/~ef I I!I~~~~ I!I~ or-f I ~ iSlllTiiI 

~~~I!Ii5TC<i"~9fTm~ I 

I!ilT<i'm ~ l"'l<ill:ll~ I~ IS~~~~ 1!I<IIl1T "1M>~$l"'l1 ~ II!I~ 1S~9f1lM <iT 

~1M>~ (Productive or Creative power) ~~~ iS11ffiI ~ 

<i'T<liJ1ITil1T ~ <iiRt II!ilT<i'm ~ ~'8 ~ I I!I~ W <iT ~~ f* <m' ~, ~ \5lICC1lb"'ll~ 

I!I~ II:lI~if.:1iMiC"'l~~~ ILinguistic relevance (~M~~) ~~~: 

to explain how this is possible is the root-problem of linguis
tic analysis. 

I!Il. '~@f~'(generative) ~ iSlllTiiI ~~9f1lM <iT ~~~ 

~W~I ~ <i1~J~iil1i~ ~ ~ i9M1 ~ I!I~ ~ ~~~I<i~ ~~~~, ~ 

\3TC<i5 f* ~@f~ <i'C'\CJ ? ~ 'W'f-~ <iJ[<iIiiI'f'8 ~@f~ ~~. I 

~~@f~~'fiiI~ (Rule formation) 1!I~~JI~G1~\:li (ex
planatory nature) m i5T<iT ~ I ~@f~ <iJ[<iIiiI'f ~ <ii~Jf.:1"'lJiC)j~ ~ ~ 

m~ ~~ '1. ~erro~ ~1>f11lm'fiil ~~~i<i;n I I!I~ ~'f iSlllTiiI <iJ[<iIiiI~ 

~ Q ~~ <m' II!ilT<i'm <i'T"f"'IV 1!11fO{ ~~ m~ ~~ ~'fiiI 

~m~ ~ <m' I ~ (Logic) I!I~~ \5I1P11C:31~ ~ '8 15l"l>1ilil"'l <i1T~ 

1!I~~~~~'fC<Il~'f~ I ~c~to{:~~14<pIRl\:lI~ (frequency func
tion) ~ I 

~@f~ ~'fiiII!I<Jfi11ftm ~~ I ~~~, ~ I!I~ trmCfTfGc<i; 

-tW ~ I ~~~~'f~ I \'5rn ~~ C<iSTC"'l1 <iTq'lJ ~ \5lOU <i'T"f 
~~on~on~~~m~~ 1~<IT<i'Jc:<iS~ 

(kernel sentence) 1!I~'5[-~~9f(Non-Kemel sentence)'5f~<iICiiI<iC:C1~<:"'''l 

~~'5['ilr.l<!TC<il1ID~~~~J CQ[c;<il ~ '8~ I ~~ Ql" I!I~ 
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~~~~~(Optional) .Q<1"~ i5l1oqfillJ<!'~Ii1(Obligatory)~~ 

~ I c<m<n~~~~~~foi~~ I m\5l<P'1J~~ 

f.l1r~ .Q~ ~ IS i5{ -~~ ~~ ~~ <jlUfoT I .Q~ <!JT<lii1"Of 15119fl\5 -rn 
~~ <m~ ~ c!l<1"~ 15I19fl\5-Jl'f'f ~ 9fT~ CDrlffi I 

~~ lJfU ~ <1Cii1~ii1'l Deep & Surface Structure \5T ~ 

~ CQ[C<l> 0'8m I c!l~~'iIT:<1'~ ~1~1f<lii83Iij)i1llffif'1T~ c<r ~~<m~ ~ 

~ ~Of ~ I ~ fi<rvmn, c!l~ ~ WIS ~~ c<r c!l<f% 

~~~ ~ \5Ti1" ~~ ~Of I ~ CQ[C<l> ~ 'iiF.T ~~ 

~ 1~~c!l~~~~'8~~~'f?f~~'l:jtqr 

~~~~IS1<!TC"<1'~~ 1~~I~If<lii83Iij)~~ 

~IS ~1~I<1J<1~Ci1$f9fT~~c!l~~ I c!l~~i5{r>i"(I{lcili1(Idealization) 

c!l<!'~~~9f® 1~~<1O'IT~~&mr~~~;n I 

~ ~ c!l~ 151f\b>jI~I·n <m~ I51lcii1IC<1' ~ c!l~ <11<1'J~'{lf<lI5Ii1 c!l<1"~ 

extGilf<lii831i1C<1' ~ ~, ~ 151 Icii1 I15i1 1i1 ~~ I 

~~ \5~ ~!f5f ~ c!l<!'m <f1V.'llffi <1'~T i5{\"fC<!, <1O'IT ~ <f1V.'llffi <;ffifT 

~(S~P VP) I ~~i5{\"fC<1'<1O'IT~fu{lI1:ii1<1'oql<1'JI\"f~~(Vp.--} 

V NP) I ~ifC\3 c!l~ ~'f?f~>59fN1'T (Linear elements) ~~ C<1'K'TI 

~ ~~~ (IF. Stall, Word order in Sanskrit and Universal 

grammars 1967) I ~ PA.M. Seuren ~ c<r <1'0r ~ Jf~ii83T f.n~ ~ 

\5ffi5f I51ICii1lfB~ ~ I ~~ c!lf'imr ~ c<r <1'0r '8 ~ lffif'1TfU ~ c!l<1"\ 
<11<1'J~c~i1 ~'f?f ~~ i5{~ I c!l~ Fillmore c!l~ case grammar 

(1/ ~~ I c!lJf<1 <1'1i1<1'c'<T~1 ~Of agentive, instrumental, locative, dative 

L. ~ <1'0r-~~~ i1'f ~ I 

\i
('\ \:1 ~ My friend opened the door with the key <11<1'1f<l~I'SJ"1 ~ 

r~ 
i .' 

< 
~\5TC<1": 

My friend-Agentive 
With the key-Instumental\;\. (\ ~ 

v the door-Neutral (Objective: Fill more 
Affected: Halliday) 

c!l~~lffif'1T~~~~Jf[5f'f0~ I c!l ~\5l"C~ lffif'1T 

>iTm m ~ \5~ ~rur'if <1'C"~ I \5"C"<1" Fill m ore c!l~ <!'ffi<1' <ffi<li"?rC'f?f >59fV.l1T'if\5T 
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v'· ,~~! -, n ( ~:~, 
~~t;.r"'''- '-~. -.; ,~~-. 

··'r· "t <i'~J 
,~ ; ;. - ~ 

..~,~ 

~'8 ~~'8m ~ I.,,'. , " . ~~': .... <:» 
'.i. - ' ~;<,,"" 

~~ ~tfJ '~' ~Q{~~ ~~~~faf~~ 

~~~ ~~ 1 ~ ~ ~~<1lqsJ~C~~ qs~ I ~1'f '8 ~~ 

~~m~~ 1~~~~~~f.W<ltlJ~ii1qscn<m~cxrn~~ 

<1JMTf~-

qs) The professors signed a petition.
 
~) The ones who were professors signed something which was a pe

tition.
 

~ en ~ <n<I'J '8lrf"'$ifQ.{ ~~~ C~ COl'8m ~ I ~ 

J14"lI~qs~c~ (pronomilisation) • ~QJi J1~ICG1if6~~ I~~of.n ~'f The 
man killed the man ~~en The man opened the door bought the picture 
~'The Man'~'6l<1'(1"lf.l<fu~~~<lim I ~~~J1~~<1ll5qs~ 

mon 1 ~~~~~~~ I ~~<S~G1..-pf.l~~ J1~'StI(§)~~1 (refer
ential identity) ~<M ~ <rJT9frn" 1 

~~-'6lTJ1'C9f'f(Post-Aspect)~~~~~~'fT 

qsc~~CG1"l~~~~~~~~~I~~~~C"lI~~C~~ 

~ ~n~ ~mT ~~ I ~~ ~'1. ~"I5v:r>~ AA~T (difference between 
indiceslsate 1~J14"lI~qs~c'f~Strict identity~~on~'8~1 

~~~ "Tit 9fTC'<1T <s~~~qs'Sti®~~I~ (homongeneity of refer
ential indices) I 

~ Selectional restriction en f.l<bl5c"'l~ W~tKf qs~ <1CG1~CG1"'l 1 

~ Sincerity may admire ~l:lT"'l" ~ !f~ '8 ~~ I ~~~ ~ 

'sincerity ''8 'admire' ~~ on I ~~~~~ C~ fFcls ~'8 

\5[~ <n<I'J 1 

~~~ (Acceptability) ~~ ~ m ~~~ ~:n 

~~lrf"'$if~~9f(Semantic mode1)~~ I ~~, C"f1:P, ~, 

~~~~~~~ 1~~~~~~~of.n"IW 

"1'mC~<S~~tfJ~ I ~~<n<I'Jm~~~ ~~tfJ"1'mC~ 

~~"'f\5T ~~ 1 ~ ~ qs~qs~<1ICl5m~ ~~~~ GmT ~ 

~ I ~~~"4fC41'St"'l1 (Lexicalization) ~ I ~~"!"4f~faf"1'mC~ 

~~~'StFGG1~I$l <11fCO'! ~ I 

~~tfJ (Intelligible)~<T~~. (Well-furmed) ~ltliCG1II5"'11 ~~ 
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9f\:~ ~ 9fi@, i3T <!G'fT ~ I ~ ~1(3 ifl~ ~~ ~0fV:ll (Semantic gram
mar) ~~ @~~ I i5rn ~~ i7l Aspect on the theory of 

Syntax (~""'M) <lif~~ ~~ ifl%T ~~ ~ (Notational 
Variant)ifl~~"f i51'foTI I iflf.IDr, ~@irr-T~ ifl'f~ ~Q.(~(Semanticist) rwn~ 

~~1(3~~, i3T~~ifl~I(3~~f.T 1~'1.~9fI&i71~ 

1(3~~~~~I(3~(Complex and multilayerd) I 

~ <l1~J~C'l,ji'l (~""Q'\) ~ 'ifi3 Rr"f ~ l:lV'T 1:l1~1f<ji53IC"1 ~ ~ 

~~ ~ 11:l1~1f<ji53IC"1i'l \5frlJT"11 ~'1T~~C'{ji'l~~~ I ~ 

~~ 1(3 ~ l:ffir'frn" c~ ~ ~ \51lffil" ~ C'Tl(3m ~ I ~ 1:l1~If<jc'!li'l 

(Language Universals) !rp<I~l:ffir'1T~~~~~\51lffil"~f.IDr~1(3~ I 

~\51lffil"~"fifl~~~~~~9fi@ I 

~ ifll:lIC<l ifl<1'TCG1 ~'if ~ - ifl~ ~,~~ (Non
Chomskian) ~"f I 

~ ~>j<>1IC~i'l '~' (~"" '\ 0 ) ~ cn~G'ffi! b~~b6m ~w <!G'fT ~ 9fi@ I 
I51'T¥f ~ ~ C~Ii'lC·rvrn 'i5IT~~' (~""'\Q) ~ ~ ~ \51 IC<>1 \b"11 
~ I ~"",\~ ifl~cn~G1TRrmf.IDr~~\5IIC<>1lb"1l ~ I ~"",\~ ifl ~ 

cn~G1T Rrm f.IDr ~ i5'\<fiTffi ~~~~~ International Journal 
of Dravidian Linguisics ifl I ~ ""'\ '\ ifl i'l~t!'tl:lm®i'l~ C>jfi!"1ICi'l i5rn ~~~ 

~@i;f.ft ~"f 1(3 cn~G1T I:lI~if<jblCi'l i3Ti1 mm'ififl~ ~?!'W1<f~ I i5rn ~~ 'gen
erative phonology ofBengali'~~~~\5IIC<>1\b"1li'lcn~G1TQi9f9fTl(3m 

~ I ~ \5[~ \S. @'l~~~Ii'l~cn~G1T~ 9f11~~ ~~'i'fF.:r~~~ 

!ff<l'l-~~ ~"fcnPhrase structure grammarl:ffir'frn"~lilfG<:~<:~"1 (~ 

~~C~~)I ~~ ~",,1r~ C'3<lI~J~C{j ~\5I<l'lI<:"1i'l ~ 

\5IIC<>1lb"1l ~t.I1 ~""1r8V3~~~~ I ~f.IDr~~ (~ 

ifl'f~ 'lWlii11I:lIC<l) ~1(3 i3rn ~~ f.IDr ifl~ cn~G1T~~~ 

\5l"C9f'lliT ~ I 

ifl~ ~ ~ ~ C~fC<l I ~ m'll' ~@i;f.ft 'ff<I'~'rn 

mm~Q.( ~ ~ I 1:l1~1f<ji53IC"1i'l ifl~ ~ ~ ~@i;f.ft ~'rn~?!'W f.IDr I5f<fT 

~9fi@ I 

~ <lim i5fCG1T i7l cn~G'ffi! C"1~ f<j i531"1 f.IDr \511 C<>11 b"11 ~ on ~1(3 ~@i;f.ft ~'rn 

~~9f~'1.<l"ifl%TG1TC'iff.T I ifl~l(3~cn~G1T'c-1~f<ji53I"1"f<1Pf~~ 1:l1~1f<ji53I"1 

~ (Stylolinguistics )ifl'f~ ~~C-la1lf<ji53ic"1~(Freeor Independent stylistics) 
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"fr~~ I <I'T~ ~~ I5IIC"'115"1lffi <IT~"'11 Cw1~f<li33IC"1~ ~~~ "fr~ ~ ~~ 

'5'1<rr ~ 9OOl" I 

'''1~f<li33f''1 ~'8 ~~'8 ~ !f~ ~'8 ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 

151 1C"'115"1 11 ~~~ 'Stylolinguistics' ~~ <lim ~ I ~ ~ "fr~ ~~~ 

~cm mcmf~ fif<T; f.IDr ~~~ I 

~~~~~~~~, ~~m~ttm'lT<IT~~ (Lin
guistic Competence) 1 ~~ ~~ m ~'l-~%" ~<f~ ~%" ~ ~ 

~I ~~~~ '8 ~~~"'iJt ~"f\t I'~. 9fW'T ~~ 

em~' - ~1f"1'~~ ~9ffu~ "1i I ~ ~ '8~ ~~ >t1~~Wl m<M' 

~ I 'iM ~~'>tlttm~C~~~"1i I 

f.Rl em-~ ~ '~. 9fW'T ~ em 1.ffiT C!f1I' I ~~ ~cm 
~~ I~~, ~m!fm-~(Semi-sentence)~~ 1~~~'ifJi3T 

~ C~ 1~ "1'rnt '~~' ~'8 ~~~ 9OOl" "1i I ~ f.1§\8!1~IC<t ~ 9OOl", 

C!f1I;:rn- 1 ~~ <tT<15J 'i.~;:rn- I ~~~~~~ tr!1'"Ccm ~~~ I 

!f~~~~caMT, ~~~~ I ~~~Wl'~<tmlU 

~~I 

~'i.~~~'l~~"1i l~i~Ir<1i33I~!1<mf~~'~ 

~'l' ~ <lim 1 ~~~ !fm-~'8 ~~~ !f~'8 <tJNJT ~ I 

~i~If<li33I~~1 ~~~~(Grammaticalness) ~<f~~~~ 

!mm I ~~~'lC"1"'8m~-

'~~cm~~ ~ tl1f, 151'~, <t>11r - ~~ ~l1J <ri1f <IT e<tfiIf mJfT ~ 

~ ~~ ~~farn ~~ ~ ~~~, ~ "1i 151'Q/<IT ~~ ~~~ "JPlT'If 
~(~~,~~,~~) 

~~~ ~~ e<tfiIf '*If.1~~ <t"\<15J(Embedded sentences) ~ I ~ 

<t"\<15J ~~~ I ~~ iSlIT;"'1\!)I~ ttm'lT ~~~ ~cm ~ <tJNJT ~ Wl' I 

~~ <tmlU ~ C<fi'l- ~~ ~ ~~ I5I'rmT m ~ I ~~ 

~~'l~%"<IT~~~;:rn-, ~~~'''1~r<151!1~~ 1~~iSlIT;"'1~I!1 

!m~C"'1~"'1lll 1~~~!f~'If~ttm'lT~~'8DJ I~'~'<t""'lm 

~'l ~ 151'~ ~~ @9fT\iTO'f I ~~~~ ~ I f.Rl ~ <tJNJT <lim ~ 1 

~~ ""1~r<15IC!1!1 9j~~i~l~iSlC"l ~CfC<tTl:[ ~<f~ ~~~ mJfT ~~ I 

i5Bf C~ ~ ~1~1>tI~C~!f<I'T"f I 
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'5f~~~~ jj"~~ ~'f~~% ttrnerrn ~~, \?T I.!l~ 
~ '>::l1~P11~C~ ~~ I c!I~ ~ '1~~ ~<f c!lq~ Cxlatlf<l'83I'i '1'1~'l'I~ 

c!lt'l ~ I '1~~ c!lfflc'1' ~<m~ '1'rn, C-Iatlf<letl'i ~ I lJfU ~~ 

~ @~~~ I ~ ~'iffil ~ ~~ ~~Qj;~m ~<f ~ I ~ 

~ C'1'IT:tf ~~ Rnr Qj;m-~~f:Q.~I~ ~ "m7il f5~~ ~~ I 

ffl<lS-~~'i~'llf<lC!1lllt ~~C-latlf<letIC'i!1 'SMT ~mo:m-~<f 

(Mental grammar)~~<rr~~ 1~~'3~~~<rnc!l~ 

~ 1'1~~~<f~~~~, ~~~~~M-<3faf 

~~ I ~'ifC"1~<q'83lf.'l'1'fct5rnc!l~~~~~ I 

~c!I'1'"~~~~~<n~~, ~~orctITc!I'1'tT~ 

~ (pattern) ~'1'rn~ I c!lm <!J'f~~~<!J'ftfT?l'lT~~I'>::ll<q'il 

-m~ I ~~~~~<!J'f~~iS1~~'~tf<m1' I 'S~ 

~~'1''iIC!1!1~~~ - ~. Jf'J"iiIi ~~ 'S ~ c:arrc'Pf , ~. ~ 

>j~~<lII)'1'9f1f~I!l. '1~~~'c!lq~'~~'if'1'~ 8. ';(C1'iI~C1'1'~ I ~~ 

9fT@ ~~~~ 9f'll'~ ~ I 

~~~~9f'll'~~~~~,~C"1atl<q"lCC1!1 

(shift of style) 'SMT ~~~'S ~ I ~~'1Imrrr~~~ 

~~~l 

~~~~ c!I~~ fct5rn '1'mlffiT iii I ~ ~~ ~ 'Poetic 
Syntax' ~~: 

Syntax is poetic when grammatically equivalent constituents 
in connected speech are juxtaposed by coordination or parataxis, or 
are other prominently accumulated: 

<n~C1'rn c!I ~ c!I<l'ff1 ~~~ ~~~ \10. MR!1<J.'~I!1 "lM 'i'f'fJ 'S ~~ 

~~I 

~ (I)v.:l' 'PfV!T C<lfi'r ~~(Ungrammatical sentences) 
~~~ I c!I~ <qJ<q~IHl'1' ~~~c!I~~ c!lC'1''1'!1'1'~ I ~ ~'i@ <m1 

~c!lm~ I c!lC'1'"~~<fCO'f~<.ff'1'J (Deviant sentence) 115lC'i'1'>j~~ 

~@~~~~~~'1'mlffiTiii I <f!1"~~~c!I~~~ 

~~~I 

1!lI!lllc;lfll ilR'iftv ~ : 

~. ~ orclff ~ ~-<3~ ~i~'1'I<q~ '1'm I ~c~J'l'fjk~ ~ ~ CI5C\$~, i5T 

Fa!f~ '1'"m I 
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-<.. ~I!I~~~I!IO;, ~f.Wr~~ I 

e. f.Wr~farwr~<n~0iT~'@\5(~1If I ~~~~~ f.Wr 0iT'iWl" I 

~~'8~f.Wr~~wr 1~~\5(ffi~(Inanimate)~<n 

~~~~~I 

8. ~~~ <mm ~ 'lmI ~ f<\I" <!iC?fo'! I!ICf~ ~T '8 ~ 9fT~ c<fIT!(fffi I 

Q. cm-I!I~~ i5TlIT ~~<p1<uf<l~llC<P ~ 'Sfolf I ~ <!OiCG" 9fTTIt ~@~ 

(Poetic dialect) ~~~@~~~wrI 

I!I~~~ C~C<q~i1\I~ ~~~~ ~1~if<liMlc"l 'l<IN~ 

~~, ~ Cfof.n ~ I ~~\5(~lIffU ~~ f.t 11!IC<!i ~~~ 'll"C"1 

~ \5TOO I ~~~ i5IT'iOi ~~ I ~~ f.T <n ~ ~ I!I~ >1~I<q"lIi'l <p~'8 

~t@T~ I 

~~ ~1~lf<liMlc"li'l @~~T <pc~ C~ i51<fC"i1\"'8 ~rn ~co; ~ ~i5Tlfrn 

~~, 1!I;q;'Ur fi1<!i\p[CJl ~~ ~tfT ~f.ft~~ 9l1f~'f I ~ ~Tr<f 

i5M '8 ~~ ~"(;<li~, ~fQffl ~tfT i5@ro; ~~ "':lTiSm I i5~~ ~R5~ 

c!f~ ~ ~ !I~ liI9ffi'r~, ~TW'f 1)~1l >1"~~ ~m ~ '1!I<!i liI9f~~ 

~~ ~ liIc9fi'l" ~'-I!IQ l!I<!im I 
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THE CRISIS IN ENGLISH STUDIES: LOCAL CONTEXT
 

Dipendu Chakraborty
 

The tremendous impact in the mid-sixties of the new literary and cultural 

theories on the traditional humanist study of literature has been described 
with varying degrees of rhetorical resonance. It is like that of a 'Copernican 
revolution' or like that of a 'paradigmatic shift' or like that of an 'earthquake 
followed by a tidal wave' (David Lodge) . The response of the academia in 
Britain to this basically continental phenomenon, though belated because 
of a strong empiricist tradition. passed from a xenophobic resistance in 
1970s to an almost genuflecting hospitality in 1990s, generating en route a 
fierce power struggle between those who defended the status quo in En
glish Studies and those who attacked it. The phrase 'The Crisis in English 
Studies' was frequently used by the early 1980s to express apprehension 
about an imminent dislocation of English Literature. 

One good thing that came out of it, however, was a vigorous po
lemic in which the defenders of literary orthodoxy came out to define their 
theoretical position vis-a-vis the new theories that chal1enged the age-old 
concepts like the transcendent status of the author, determinate meaning 
and organic structure of a text, fixity of canon and period, universal and 
timeless human nature, etc. It is significant that they preferred to fight a 
losing battle with al1 the vigour they could muster rather than lay down 
their arms. Some of them of course changed sides, not out of a calculated 
move to join the winning side, but as a result of a slow process of conver
sion. We are told that the civil war in the British academia is now almost 
over, and that liberal humanism has little chance of restoring its lost hege
mony in English studies. In 1990s , according to P. Barry, (Beginning 
Theory) 'the moment of theory' has passed followed by the 'hour' of theory, 
'when it ceases to be the exclusive concern of a ccdicated minority and 
enters the intellectual bloodstream as a taken-for-granted aspect of the cur
riculum. ' But the debate still lingers as one hears voices raised against the 
usurpers. Helen Gardner's In Defence of the Literary Imagination 1982. 
James Gribble's Literary Education: A Reevaluation 1983, Robert Alter's 
The Pleasures of Reading in an Ideological Age ; George Watson's The 
Certainty of Literature : Essays in Polemic 1989,Prof. Tallis'sNot Saussure 
and In Defence of Realism, S.H. Olsen's The End ofLiterary Theory - the 
list, though by no means complete, shows a continuity of counter attack by 
the recalcitrant humanists on the pernicious role of the self-styled revolu
tionary theories. Even Frank Kermode who was initially a champion of theory 
became more and more defensive about the traditional critical approaches. 
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K. M. Newton in 'Interpreting the Text' has compared the current state of 
literary criticism in Britain to a 'hung parliament' in which no single party 
is strong enough to gain control. ' 

English studies in India presents an altogether different scenario. 
The academia in India is not a site for such a power struggle between the 
bourgeois liberal humanist study of literature and l::L oppositional alliance 
of structuralism, post-structuralism, new historicism, cultural materialism, 
feminism, etc. Resistance to theory here does not express itself in a clear 
and serious articulation of humanist concerns projecting a theoretical vali
dation. Instead of a polemic there is a cynical withdrawal by the humanists 
from the fray. The result is a situation of mutual tolerance in which two 
opposed discourses can operate within boundaries fixed permanently in 
the same teaching course. One paper or a part of it dealing with contempo
rary theories does not indicate a radical transformation of the liberal hu
manist concept of literature. On the contrary, it may be a more effective 
way of ensuring the longevity of the traditional literary studies through a 
timely use of a safety valve. 

Ours is not really a 'moment of theory', for us it is an extended 
moment of stasis sustained by intellectual inertia within a derivative struc
ture of education determined by the faces of colonial history. There is no 
crisis in our English studies where, as in our CUltl:;';1J practice elsewhere, 
the old and the new can exist side by side without any tension or an inclina
tion to act upon each other. Seminars and conferences of course present a 
very flattering simalacrum of theory war in the first world. The hyper-real 
in this case can be allowed in the Post-Modernist fashion to compensate for 
the loss of the real which is the classroom. Or, there may be a structuralist 
binary opposition between the classroom and the seminar leading to a clear
cut division of intellectual space for our split personalities. An academic 
has thus no alternative but to lead a double life - a humanist in the class
room and a post-structuralist or a post-modernist outside it; a collaborator 
in the male discourse as a paper setter and a militant feminist in the jour
nals. 

Taking theoretically incompatible positions has long been a com
mon practice here. I saw in the 70s Marxist teachers adopting new critical 
methods in the classroom without caring to accept the obligation to recon
cile it with their Marxist orthodoxy. It seems that behind this casual 
e1ecticism lies not a pragmatic logic, but an unconscions acceptance of a 
function imposed on us by our colonial history and also the expansionist 
strategies of the first world culture-function of a receptacle to hold whatever 
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ideas come from the West without a change in the structure of relations 
among the existing ideas. Just as American New C. .ticism found slightest 
dislocation of Amoldian-Leavisite assumptions about literature, contem
porary critical theories are having a similar reception. We are equally hos
pitable to Bradley and Barthes, Leavis and Lacan, Frye and Foucault, 
Aristotle and Althusser, Tillyard and Terry Eagleton. This should not be 
mistaken for a conscious theoretical formulation towards a synthesis of 
antithetical ideas. 

"Lie of the Land", an anthology of papers read at a seminar held in 
Delhi has on its cover a picture of a classroom in which a lady teacher is 
seen writing asymmetrically all big names of contemporary theorists. This 
may hopefully suggest a Copernican revolution in our academia, but within 
the covers of the book there are unflattering disclosures about the static 
situation of English Studies in India which is in no way affected by theo
retical agenda. Anita Lumba comments: In our departments actual teach
ing practices have remained static, though there may be occasional formal 
deference to new critical stances. For example, whereas in the sixties, ques
tions of 'form' became increasingly fashionable in our question papers. to
day there is the token question on 'women' of the 'Third world'. Subir Kaul 
has something more caustic to say: It is not 'theory' that is at the root of 
demands to expand the curriculum. In fact, such demands are most often 
the product of the exigencies of academic specialization, and when such 
new courses are allowed they are usually taught in the same ways, and 
communicate the same values, as the earlier orthodox courses in English 
Literature. 

Under the circumstances discussion of what is beyond modemism 
at the theoretical level can be meaningful only when it can be shown to 
have a bearing on our pedagogical practice in a post-colonial situation. 
Without a clear understanding of the local context and the specific history 
of English studies in our country, our engagement with new theories is in 
danger of seeing at its best an intellectual game for elitist consumption, and 
at its worst a ploy to get patronage abroad. W.J.T. Mitchel, Chairman of the 
English Dept. of the University of Chicago and eduor of 'Critical Inquiry' 
has observed: Even the most ordinary academic critic now aspires to par
ticipate in a global network ... of Travelling Theory in which critics fly 
between conferences on economics, on semiotics, narratology, and para
digm changes in places, like Hong Kong, Canberra and Tel Aviv. There is no 
denying that the seductive charm of such globalization of theory is stronger for 
the third-world academics who suffer almost a schitzophrenic split in their 
professional identity in order to have the best of both worlds. Those who do 
English 
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literature here cannot escape a sense of alienation, since the colonial im
peratives of education in British India that encouraged a kind of English 
studies totally ignoring the question of local culture and environment still 
operate behind the rhetoric of modernization and prevent us from relating 
English Studies to the world we belong to. There is little comfort in the 
way we are trying to broaden the canon to include Indian writing in English 
which is becoming increasingly popular. It is a paradox that Indian writing 
in English which now thrives on Western accolades does not hide its Indian 
ness, but the English Studies in India still continue to wear the garb of 
brown sahibs . Whether we are bourgeos humanists or Marxists or 
deconstructionists, we cannot afford to forego the security of our parasitic 
sustenance from English Studies abroad. Whatever our stance, the tradi
tion of acquiescence to Euro-Centric values persist in a different garb. The 
recent campaign for pluralistic critical practice has not yet encouraged us 
to prepare ourselves for our own theoretical interventions, drawing on the 
long neglected poetics and linguistic in Sanskrit and the values created by 
the conjunctions for centuries of native and foreign cultural formations. 
The fact that Marxism in India has also functioned as a reflection of prac
tice in the West or the erstwhile socialist countries is also due to a lack of 
confidence in our ability to speak to the first or the second world on equal 
terms. 

It is heartening to see that an effort is being made in certain quar
ters to initiate an Indian reading of English literature. Priyadarshi Pattanayak 
has made a bold attempt to apply the Rasa theory to some Western literary 
texts in a book Rasa in Aesthetics. Prof. Krishnamurthi in the Foreword 
has called this 'an exercise first of its kind, as my knowledge goes.' Mr 
Pattanayak's method may not be acceptable in all cases, but the enterprise 
finds its validation in the historical necessity of inverting the Western he
gemony in our literary studies. The third-world lirc.ature is read, judged, 
and canonized by the criteria which are basically European; Western crit
ics decide for us how to read our own literature. Hence the rise and fall of 
Tagore in the Western World deeply affect our way of looking at him. 
Vernacular literatures are still completely dominated by critical concepts trans
mitted to them by our English Studies. This of course gives English Studies the 
role of a mediator between the native and the foreign literarytransactions which 
makes it imperative for us to evolve our own reading strategies based on the 
local determinants of race, class, gender and cultural constructs. 

I emphasize the term 'local', because the grand narrative of one 
Indian culture has been used frequently to suppress regional differences. 
At the same time we should be on our guard against the cult of micro-politics 
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at this stage of social formations in our country. We should remind our

selves that what is relevant at the stage of late capitalism in the West may 
not be so here . Many Modern theories are against the humanist idea of 
'progress' because the countries they belong to have achieved it, and the 
theorists do not mind enjoying all the benefits of a bourgeois system while 
declaring war on it. The war, of course, is conducted in the enclosed space 
of academia, after the collapse of the working class and student movements 
in the late sixties and the break dow of the socialist oloc. 

Even at the risk of sounding quite traditional, I should like to point 
out that we are at a stage of social development where some old totalising 
concepts have still their usefulness. We should certainly raise questions 
about meta narrative, universal values, authorial supremacy, and other re
pressive tendencies in our traditional discourse, but a total rejection of the 
humanist tradition in order to establish the hegemony of new theories would 
not be desirable in our context. I stress the need to interrogate these theo
ries also, so that the old and the new are implicated in a dialogical practice 
in order to locate our own space which is to be found in the conjunction of 
our ancient and present literary studies. Accepting the inevitable fact of 
cultural polyvalency at this moment in modem India we cannot of course 
indulge in a romantic nostalgia for bliss of purity in Sanskrit tradition. 
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ALTERNATE NARRATIVITY : MYTH AS NARRATIVE DEVICE
 
IN MODERNIST LITERATURE 

Krishna Sen 

In an influential critique of modernism in his book. The Cultural 
Contradictions of Capitalism (1976), neoconservative philosopher Daniel 
Bell identified modernism and capitalism as cognate developments issuing 
out of the impulses of 'self-expression' and 'self-gratification'. Bell 
characterised modernism in particular as a 'self-proclaimed avant-garde' 
which presided over 'the disssolution ofthe bourgeois world-view' by means 
of 'the spread of an antinomian attitude to moral norms and even to the idea 
of cultural judgement itself. He went on to schematise modernist aesthetic 
productions in the following ways: 

1. Thematically, modernism has been a rage against order, and in particular 
against bourgeois orderliness. 
2. Stylistically... the eclipse of distance (in) the effort to achieve imme
diacy, impact, simultaneity and sensation. 
3. (Formally) ... the preoccupation with the medium rather than with formal 
explorations of the limits and nature of the medium itself. 1 

It is tempting to take issue with Bell's conclusions in respect of the 
so-called scandal of literary modernism, especially his charge regarding 
the dissolution of aesthetic distance under pressure of hyper-stimulated 
sensation, and the somewhat sweeping equation of modernist rejection of 
bourgeois orderliness with the rejection of order itself. The demand for 
order is, in fact, central to the modernist aesthetic, and constitutes one of 
the crucial distinctions between the modernist project and the post-mod
ernist agenda. 

The modernists, no less than the post-modernists today, saw them
selves as a disinherited generation poised at the end of history, at a time 
fraught with loss and despair, when selfhood was contested, identity frag
mented and all experience utterly decontextualised. In such a deracinated 
universe the claim of art to mediate experience seemed to be epistemologi
cally naive. The perception of an unbridgeable gulf between signifier and 
signified prompted apprehensions of a crisis of representation-the solidly 
realistic surface of the classic realist novel appeared ineffectual in project
ing the fractured sites of consciousness, while the tidy linear logicality of 
its beginning, middle and end was felt to be philosophically untenable in 
view of post-Nietzschean moral relativism and the extended time conscious-
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ness of Bergson. In 'Modem Fiction' Virginia Woolf dismissed the tradi

tional fictional forms as being inadequate for the perceptions of the modem 

writer.' The crisis of representation was soon construed as an extrapolation 
of the crisis of contemporary history:the legacy of the post-war 'waste land' 
and alternate communicative modalities to transcend history were urgently 
sought. Thus for Eliot linear and verisimilar narrative with its empirical 
and referential perspective was mired in the 'futility and anarchy' of history 
and merited summary rejection.' In recent times the post-modernists have 
also voiced similar concerns. While the modernists grappled with anxiety 
and alienation ('That is not what I meant at allffhat is not it at all')" , the far 
more dystopic vision of the post-modern artist is traumatised by the mind's 
failure to encompass the perspectivism, the sheer randomness of the 
hyperreality produced in western countries by the incessant onslaught of 
electronically generated simulacra (to borrow terms from Baudrillard's 
Simulations)." To quote from Wallace Stevens' poem, "connoisseur of 
chaos" - 'The squirming facts evade the squamous mind / If I may say so'/ 
Once again, from theorists like Roland Barthes to practitioners like Ronald 
Sukenick the cry is of the failure of narrative and the death of traditional 
fiction. 

Nevertheless, there is a crucial difference between their respective 
stances towards the encaustic surface of experience and the nature of its 
accommodation to the imperatioves of art. While the postmodernists ap
pear to celebrate undecidability and chaos as ends in themselves, the mod
ernists sought to contain chaos through their theory and practice. Virginia 
Woolf defined artistic creation as the process of finding '...the right rela
tionship ...between the self that you know and the world outside'. She de
scribed the art of writing as a quest for coherence amid the bewildering 
multiplicity oflife-'...Jet your rhythmical sense wind itself in and out among 
men and women, omnibuses, sparrows-whatever comes along the street 
- until it has strung them together in one harmonious whole'; and again
'...Jet your rhythmical sense open and shut, open and shut, boldly and freely, 
until one thing melts in another, until the taxis are drncing with the daffo
dils, until a whole has been made from all these separate fragments'." Aes
thetic control, order and design imposed upon the flux of experience by the 
supremely controlling creative mind, these are, in fact, the watchwords 
the artist 'like the God of creation", and a work of art 'the one orderly prod
uct which our muddling race has produced'." 

By contrast, the post-modernist, pace Lyotard," is openly sceptical 
ofthis 'grand recit' ofthe controlling creative mind. The post-modern credo 
(countering the modernist quest for alternate systems to transcend flux in 
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place of the systems offered by the Enlightenment) is well summed up by 
Robert Venturi in his Complexity and Contradictions in Architecture 
'should we not look for meaning in the complexities and contradictions of 
our times and acknowledge the limitations of systems? ..when circumstances 
defy order, order should bend or break'." Post-modem practice coincides 
with theory in rejecting system and design. In literature, for instance, Ronald 
Sukenick advocates 'unwriting' as opposed to 'writing', II and Kurt Vonnegut 
Jr. exploits this anti-mode in the verbal texture and structural collocations 
of Breakfast of Champions, where he states : 'There is no order in the 
world around us...we must adapt ourselves to the requirements of chaos 
instead'." 

What Daniel Bell appears to have missed in his contention about 
the lack of form (and consequently, of a shaping moral vision) in modernist 
art is the evolution and presence of alternate forms quite different from 
those of 'bourgeois orderliness'. One of the most important of these alter
nate forms or structuring principles, especially in literature, is what T.S. 
Eliot has described as the 'mythical method'. In a 1923 review of Ulysses 
significantly entitled 'Ulysses, Order and Myth', Eliot articulates the archi
tectonics of his alternate narrativity : 

Mr Joyce's parallel use of the Odyssey has the importance of a 
scientific discovery. No one else has built a novel upon such a foun
dation before ...In using the myth, in manipulating a continuous 
parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity, Mr Joyce is pur
suing a method which others must pursue after him. It is simply a 
way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and a signifi
cance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is 
contemporary history. It is a method already adumbrated by Mr 
Yeats...It is, I seriously believe, a step towards making the modem 
world possible for art, towards order and form. 13 

In this review Eliot goes on to suggest, first, that myth constitutes a 
point of intersection between the recently discovered structures of the sub
conscious and unconscious in the work of Freud and Jung on the one hand, 
and the supra-rational psychic! mystic configurations of experience in con
temporary studies of 'primitive' mentality and social formations on the other; 
secondly, that the new perceptions offered by 'psychology, .....ethnology and 
The Golden Bough', 14 as crystallized in myth, could beappropriated by art 
to bridge the gap between desire and absence which is the particular di
lemma of modem life;and thirdly, that this alternate narrativity was not 
merely formally innovative, but also spiritually enabling and socially re
demptive (by giving shape and significance to 
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futility and anarchy).Similarly, Yeats and Lawrence have spoken of the 
need to appropriate or forge myths to image experience; and in a 1936 
essay on his Biblical-mythical novel Joseph and his Brothers, Thomas 
Mann has spoken in Nietzschean terms of 'life in the myth', whereby the 
'confused, helpless, unstable' individual gains 'dignity and security'. 15 Eliot's 
own predilection perhaps owed something to his early exposure to F.H. 
Bradley's theorising about the non-relational unity of experience. Though 
he did repudiate his apocalyptic prognosis about the death of traditional 
narrative in a 1964 postscript to the Ulysses review. he nowhere disavows 
the basic concerns of that piece:as late as Notes Towards the Definition of 
Culture (1948), he refers to myth as a transcendence of history and a 
legitimate avenue for recuperating the hegemony of mind/art over life." 

This last is a large claim to make. It is also a claim roundly rejected 
by the successors of the modernists. Some commentators have also argued 
that the Joyce of Ulysses, and especially Finnegan's Wake, actually coun
termands Eliot's idealizing search for lost origins in myth and ritual since, 
in the bricolage of Joyce's text, the myth is radically decentred and the self 
multiply refracted. I? However, Eliot's obiter dicta on myth and the expres
sive mode it predicated points to a vehicle of considerable complexity : 
'The myth is not presented for its own sake, but as a vehicle for a situa
tion';" and further :'you can take the situation, rethink it in modem terms, 
develop your own characters from it, and let another plot develop out of 
that. Actually you get further and further away from the original.'!" 

This is very different from, say, the retrieval of Christian 'mytho
logical' motifs in medieval European culture. This practice, generally termed 
'commemorative' has been described as follows: 

By 'commemorative'(is meant) any gesture, ritualized or not, whose 
end is to recover, in the name of a collectivity, some being or event 
either anterior in time or outside of time in order to fecundate, 
animate, or make meaningful a moment in the present... ....
 
In such a cosmogony any notion of mimesis will ultimately in
volve regression, and it is the memory that bridges the hiatus be
tween the empirical presence of signifiers and a transcendent sig
nified at the origin of all." 

Eliot also does not seem to imply that myth should function as straightfor
ward subtextual or intertextual grounding - as, say, is the case with the 
intertextual space of the Troilus and Cress ida story as it operates from 
Dryden, back through Shakespeare and Chaucer, Boccaccio's II Filostrato 
and the medieval Matter of Troy . Critics who castigate the 'mythical method' 
used by many modernists as ahistorical and regressive," as 'exercises in ar
chaeology'" or as examples of pseudo-shamanistic 'mythotherapy'" miss 
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the point that the aim here is not to recover anything, but to create a com
pletely new artefact on the basis of an existing artefact ('...you get further 
and further away from the original'). If we still insist on characterising this 
mode as being some form of retrieval, then we might do well to recall 
Aristotle's assertion that retrieval can occur through any of three 
processes:similarity, contiguity and opposition." In this case, the appropri
ate concept appears to be'contiguity' - in this narrative project, the original 
myth, or the original myth-based source (such as Greek tragedy), works as 
a structuring principle enhancing meaning through multiple and multiva
lent levels of text. 

The process, then, is something more than adaptation or the fash
ioning of analogues. Bakhtin offers a term which might be extrapolated for 
this context: 're-accentuation'. Bakhtin was actually trying to explain how 
a work of art can persist, in powerful and meaningful ways, beyond its 
original historical moment; he totally rejects all essentializing interpreta
tions based on notions of archetypal human nature; and would therefore 
seem to be undercutting the essentialist psychology of Freud and espe
cially lung, which formed the basis of modernist claims for the socially 
redemptive power of myth. However, Bakhtin's account of re-accentuation 
is useful in clarifying what happens within a text when a myth, or a myth
based situation, is deployed contiguously with a modern situation. Bakhtin 
writes: 

The historical life of classic works is in fact the uninterrupted pro
cess of their social and ideological reaccentuation. Thanks to the 
intentional potential embedded in them, such works have proved 
capable of uncovering in each era and against ever new dialogizing 
backgrounds ever newer aspects of meaning; their semantic con
tent literally continues to grow, to further create out of itself. Like
wise their influence on subsequent creative works inevitably in
cludes re-accentuation. New images in literature are very often cre
ated through a re-accentuating of old images, by translating them 
from one accentual register to another (from the comic plane to 
tragic, for instance, or the other way around). 25 

Simon Dentith has glossed this passage as follows: 
... the process of re-accentuation would be one in which one con
tradictory and complex historical moment comes into dialogue with 
another, in which, in short, one historical specificity speaks to an
other. It is only to be expected that in these circumstances the re
sult should be a complex negotiation of difference and similarity, 
of difference where you anticipated similarity, and vice-versa." 

In re-accentuating, the source material may be completely recreated. 
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In TheDiscovery of the Mind Bruno Sne': traces one line in the 
development of introspection in ancient Greek culture in terms of the tran
sition from 'myth' to 'plot' : 

The striking generic figures of the Olympian Gods had provided 
excellent models for human self-cognition... These tales are an im
provement upon the technique of the simile because they are more 
flexible in their interpretation...The fate of Orestes makes it pos
sible for Aeschylus to perceive an 'action' in the proper sense of the 
term; at the same time he is the first to graftt this particular element 
upon an ancient myth." 

It is suggested here that the narrative project under consideration involves 
a transition from 'myth' to 'discourse' - the modernists who experimented 
with what Eliot called the 'mythical method' attempted to re-articulate a 
myth (say, the myth of creation) or a myth-based plot (for example Aeschylus' 
Oresteia) in terms of a dialogized discourse. 

Thus in Lady Chatterley's Lover the Biblical myth of paradisal 
redemption in an arcadian setting of prelapsarian beauty, radically trans
muted from its Christian application by being shot througfi with Dionysian 
overtones, functions as the contrapuntal positive to the social negative of 
Connie Chatterley's infideity and violation of class distinctions - the reader 
is invited to reconsider the norms of (personal) fulfilment and debate the 
existing categories of social and moral acceptability (it is significant that 
the novel does not end with a second marriage). 

Another case in point would be Sartre's Les Mouches (The Files). 
Sartre always claimed that his work was all of a piece,that at any given 
period in his intellectual development, the over-riding concerns of that 
moment are explored and developed simuItaneaously in his philosophical 
work, his plays and his fiction." It is interesting to see how, in The Files, 
recourse to a myth and its 're-accentuation' as heteroglossial discourse, helped 
Sartre to clarify, and most especially modify, his ideas. Indeed, he claimed 
that he had' ... discovered and developed his concept of freedom in the very 
process of writing The Files.' 29 

The literary and philosophical importance of the myth in The Files 
(1945) becomes apparent when one compares it with Sartre's nearly con
temporaneous work in other genres: Being and Nothingness(l943) and 
the four-part novel The Roads to Freedom(1945-1949). Being and Noth
ingness had articulated Sartre's great doctrine of the absolutely free exist
ence and it is this doctrine that he sought to concretize in human and empirical 
terms in The Roads to Freedom ('My intent is to write a novel on freedom')." 
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The plan was that as the characters worked out through resistance the sal
vation of France from Nazi political bondage, they would concurrently 
achieve personal salvation from existential bondage. But 'Drole D Amittie', 
the last segment, Sartre found impossible to complete. Human beings, un
like mythological heroes, can neither free the world completely from evil, 
nor can they emblematize their release from history by striding boldly out 
into the post-factical unknown like Sartre's Oreste. Myth is the strategy by 
means of which Sartre overcomes the technical dilemma of Roads. Sartre 
can delineate through his Oreste the entire process of existential individu
ation, and the ideal nature of the dialectic with the other, precisely because 
Oreste is a mythical figure in a transhistorical mythical world which has its 
own reality, occupying as it does the middle ground between belief and 
non-belief , or facticity and the non-factical . Simone de Beauvoir has 
claimed that it is through working on the existential fable of The Files that 
Sartre became aware of the empirical limitations of the doctrine of Being 
and Nothingness, and that this experience helped him to move on to the 
wider social perspective and faith in community that marks the character of 
Goetz in the play Lucifer and the Lord, and the slightly later philosophi
cal treatise, Critique of DialecticaJ Reason: 

The contrast between Orestes'departure at the end ofThe Files and 
Goetz's final stance illustrates the distance Sartre had covered be
tween his original anarchistic attitude and his present commitment. 
...In 1944 Sartre thought that any situation could be transcended 
by subjective effort; in 1951 he knew that circumstances can some
times steal our transcendence from us; in that case no individual 
salvation is possible, only a collective struggle." 

The 'mythical method' thus reveals itself as a complex authorial 
negotiation in terms of which an original situation is rein scribed in history 
and thereby dialogized. It is in terms of this multivalent discourse that the 
decentred modern subject can relocate himself in art through myth. 
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FROM MODERNISM TO POSTMODERNISM:
 
SUBJECTIVITY AND REPRESENTATION
 

G.N. Ray 

'Postmodernism', as Brian McHale has it, 'is not post modem, whatever that 
might mean, but post modernism; it does not come after the present (a 
solecism), but after the modernist movement' (McHale: 1987,5). For Me 
Hale, in other words, the term 'postmodernism' signifies a poetics which is 
the successor of, or possibly a reaction against, the poetics of early twenti
eth century modernism. It proposes a different way of being modem. On 
our view, these two modes are only the two different phases of the same 
evolving dialectic between the self and the world, manifest in the ever un
folding process of modernization. Philosophically this dialectic can be said 
to inhere in man's ontological specificity of self-alienation from a state of 
pre-critical unity between the self and the world in order to achieve the real 
subjectivity. It gives rise to two possibilities. One is that of modernism's 
duality projected in its twofold aspirations of radical autonomy and expres
sive unity. The other is that of postmodernism's decent ring of the self. In 
the former the self becomes problematical but remains dominant, while in 
the latter it is reduced to a mere function of the objective world. 

Modem man's aspiration to radical autonomy leads him to con
ceive himself practico-interpretive1y as self-defining for the first time since 
the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, causing thereby a fundamental shift 
in the problematic of man's relation to the external universe or for that 
matter the cosmic order : 'the modem subject is self-defining, where on 
previous views the subject is defined in relation to the cosmic order'(Charles 
Taylor: 1975, 6) . Man is now placed at the Centre, the measure of every
thing. His freedom is now related to the category of reason, allowing him 
to act freely and rationally in any of the differentiated spheres of society. 
Incidentally, this is the crux of the liberal humanist view of existence. But 
while this exercise of individuation gives him an exhilarating experience 
of freedom, paradoxically it is also accompanied by a threat of disaster and 
dissolution. Marshall Berman would call this conjuncture of freedom and 
disaster, individuation and dissolution, characteristic of modernity: 'To be 
modem is to find ourselves in an environment that promises us adventure, 
power, joy, growth, transformation of the ourselves and the world and, at 
the same time, that threatens to destroy everything we know, everything we 
are' (Marshall Berman: 1983, 15). 

The dynamics, that is, capitalism, protestantism, rationalist phi-
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losophy, that ultimately overdetermined the self-defining man though a 

process of rationalization exceeded their bounds, ushering in a new regime 
of instrumental rationality. The modernizing process itself involves a pro
cess of fragmentation and division, rendering reason itself alienated. It ap
pears now more 'as a cause of alienation rather than a potential cure: a 
value-free, depersonalized, finally aimless and irrational mode of calcula
tion that serves the goals both of arbitrary terror and dull commercialism' 
(Gerald Graff: 1979, 41). The liberal humanist's residual aspiration for 
expressive unity with something greater, whole, transcendent, experiences 
a traumatic blow at the hands of the evergrowing instrumental rationality 
or the objectifying practices of reason that 'construe the anthropological 
images in instrumental terms and thus construct models of society based on 
externalized principles and present no ethical guidelines for human life in a 
demagified world' (Rundell: 1987,4). A prospect of being dispersed in a 
network of objectifying practices faces the modem subject, challenging his 
assumed autonomy or unified self itself. But he would not accept the situa
tion as ontological and puts up a resistance against this process of dehu
manization, which, however, is a form of recoil not encounter. It takes on 
an extremely subjectivised version ofconsciousness, represented by 
Cartesianism. Totality is now sought to be restored through self-reflexivity 
of the subject, rendering him thereby the very source of totality, truth or 
objectivity. This remains modernism's characteristic sensibility which 'por
trays the world as fragmented but is propelled by an inner impulse towards 
resolution, transcendence and coherence which can exist simultaneously 
with the acknowledgment offragmentation'(Patricia Waugh: 1992,9). Doc
tor Faustus, under the influence of the objectified reason, throws off moral
ity altogether, that is, divides being and meaning, but comes ultimately to 
realize that thereby he has lost his freedom itself. The Machiavellain ex
periment based on the division of end and means, being and meaning, is 
shown to have failed and followed by a cognition of their integration. With 
the Romantics this impulse finds its most intense and sincere expression, 
assuming the form of a metaphysics, 'a metaphysics of integration of what 
the key principle is that of " reconciliation", or synthesis of whatever is 
divided,opposed, and conflicting' (M.H. Abrams: 1971, 182). 

Kant's conceptual recentring of the subject at this stage is well 
known. He grounds man as the active subject, giftcc with a priori catego
ries to shape the sensuous manifold into meaningful order. The problem, 
however, persists in spite of the Copernican revolution. Is the mind 'consti
tutive' of the world or vice versa? Kant recentres the subject but remains 
suspicious of the project it aspires to. He accepts mind, imagination, as the 
regulating faculty but stops short of admitting if it contributes 'a whit to the 
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knowledge of things' (Kant: 1952,5). His explorations reveal not the unity 
of the realms of noumenon and phenomenon but their difference. The 
modem subject remains, therefore, problematical: its projects of individu
ation throw up division but it resists it with a vision of unity which may be 
derived either retrospectively or prospectively. It aspires for a new mythol
ogy, Dionysian in nature, which is 'supposed to restore a lost solidarity, but 
not reject the emancipation that the separation from the primordial mythi
cal forces also brought for the individuated' (Habermas : 1985, 92). The 
situation is paradoxically that of overcoming the crisis generated by the 
self-defined subject by subjectivism itself or for that matter absolute sub
jectivism. The particular case in point is 'expressivism' represented by the 
Romantics and the German Idealists like Schelling, Schiller and Fichte who 
proposed to go beyond Kant by locating in imagination a manifestation of 
the absolute subjectivism, itself a totality, superseding all duality. Indeed, it 
takes on the spirit of an ideology, identified by De man as a certain kind of 
'aggrandizement of art': in Jerome Me Gan's words, the belief in 'the power 
of imagination to effect an unmediated (that is, an aesthetic) contact with 
noumenallevels of reality' : in Geoffray Hartman's terms, the autonomous 
imagination's risk of 'apocalypse' or 'unmediated vision' (Cynthia Chase: 
1993, 19-20). The situation suggests a crisis, the crisis of the modem sub
ject: its own practice widens the divide between itself and the world, but it 
would not accept it ; the subject is decentred but it would still celebrate it; 
representation grows autonomous but it still wants to contain it through 
subjectivity. 

Subjectivity or for that matter man faces an inevitable prospect 
of dispersal in the evergrowing predacious network of commodification 
and cyberneticized men-machines. John Fekete traces this conceptual 
trajectory as encompassing 'a movement from the transcendence of God 
to the transcendence of Man and, finally, to the transcendence of Struc
ture and System- all set over against historical human beings who 
are denied our capacity to unite the historical and transhistorical in a 
revolutionary praxis' (Feket : 19'77, xxii ). Modern art resists this pro
cess through strategies like symbolism, dandyism, surrealism and irony. 
It 'thickens its textures and deranges its forms to forestall instant 
consumability' (Eagleton 1986, 140), but in the process art becomes 
mysteriously autotelic, affirming an inner connection that 'links the 
doctrine of imaginative autonomy and the philosophical and social 
alienation of art' (Graff, 36). For Eagleton this connection really 
evinces a contradiction 'between a still ineluctable bourgeois hu
manism and the presence of a quite different rationality' (Eagleton, 144), 
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that is, postmodem anti-humanism, giving rise to aparadoxical conjunc
ture, characteristic of modernism: the modern subject or for that matter art 

grows self-reflexive, yet it claims an impersonality of vision; 'death of man' 
is announced, yet it would celebrate essentialist humanism; discontinuity 
and difference are insistent, yet it would speak of tradition. 

While works of most moderns bear testimony to what is said above, 
Eliot's Impersonality Theory is an interesting case in point, reflecting the 
climax of the crisis. It enacts the tussle between subjectivity and represen
tation, artist and the autonomy of art, tradition and the individual talent. 
While the Romantics invoke the imagination for the sublation of subjectiv
ity to objectivity, he conjures a chemical process to describe the extinction 
of subjectivity to give rise to the objectivity or impersonality of art. In his 
given dialectics, the subject must needs surrender to the tradition for the 
birth of the impersonal artist. The author is no longer the locus of truth; it is 
the tradition that speaks through him. Eliot posits tradition as the other to 
determine the self but thereby anticipates the fall of the humanist bastion. 
In whatever he says about the progress of an artist as a continual extinction 
of personality, he really adumbrates the posthumanist problematic of the 
death of the author and the sovereignty of the objective structures of lan
guage as articulated by Barthes among others: 'It is language which speaks, 
not the author; to write is ... to reach the point where only language acts, 
"performs", and not "me" , (Barthes, David Lodge, 168) . Meaning is said 
to be produced by the play of signifiers, not by the social subjects. Thus 
postmodern rationality occupies the scene by subverting the liberal human
ist priorities. 

Postmodernism prioritises representation over subjectivity. With 
the dissolution of the subject as the unitary source of truth, the postmodern 
era of the autonomy of representation begins. Post-Saussurian linguistics 
challenges the reflectionist realist belief that linguistic signs directly point 
to real things in a transparent way. On the contrary, reality now is semiotic 
reality. One cannot surprise the 'real' world in its pristine purity outside the 
symbolic realm. It is not a given but a construct :'Neither man nor nature 
will be henceforth conceivable outside the structure of 
representation'(Judovitz, 190) . Subjectivity itself is not prior to, but a func
tion of forms of life and systems of language. Thus both subject and object 
are linguistic functions only. There is no transcendental subject or tran
scendental signified, but only representation, or signifier; no metanarrative, 
but only narrative; no unitary meaning, but a plurality of meanings. As a 
result, the humanist concept of totality understood in terms of the binaries 
of subject-object, ideal-real, inside-outside, metanarrative-narrative, 
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meaning -being, collapses. Thus postmodern world is a non-metaphysical, 
non-totalitarian, value-as-well-as-Angst-free world with no distinction of 
truth and falsehood, with no privileged perspective for such judgements. 
McHale describes this stance as ontological as against the epistemological 
one of modernism, identified by Eagleton as sharing 'the mystical positiv
ism of the early Wittgenstein, for which the world ... just is the way it is and 
not some other way (Eagleton: 1986,143). 

Postmodern world is an object-dominated world of difference with 
no 'telos of harmonic integration'(Fekete, 195) that characterizes modern
ism. Lyotard terms modernism and postmodernism as aesthetics of the sub
lime, but he calls the former a nostalgic one because it allows 'the 
unrepresentable to be put forward only as the missing contents' (Lyotard, 
Peter Brooker, 149). The latter on the contrary 'puts forward the 
unpresentable in presentation itself (ibid). The modernist totalizing projects 
as transcendental illusion holds out only terror. To forestall its return, he 
gives a call to 'wage a war on totality'. He would like small stories, the first 
order narratives, in place of the grand stories or metanarratives. 

Thus postmodernism wages war on the concepts of the autono
mous subject, totality and the referential model of representation, and cel
ebrates the concepts of representational autonomy, play and plurality. But 
the critics like Jamesqn and Baudrillard are not ready to call postmodernism 
anything more than the ideology of consumer capitalism. Habermas on the 
other hand denies that postmodern rationality is the result of a right histori
cal development: Modernity since the Enlightenment has remained an in
complete project. But there are other thinkers who exult at the possibility 
of an emancipatory programme in the postmodernist concept of difference 
that helps to pluralize reality. Foucault adds to it his radical concept of 
discontinuity to blast open the false continuum of history. Thus the 
Foucauldian discourse exposes genealogically the complicity of knowledge 
with power on the one hand, and one the other strikes at the concept of 
centred structure and determining origin which universalizes a specific 
cultural identity. No wonder, the repressed ethnicity, race and gender would 
find an eloquent voice in Foucault, helping them radicalize their subjectiv
ity and subvert the given history. The resituated subject will assert its oth
erness by pluralizing reality because, in Barthes' words, 'to equalize, de
mocratize, homogenize - all such efforts will never manage to expel "the 
tiniest difference", seed of racial intolerance. For that one must pluralise, 
refine, continuously' (Barthes, 69). As against modernism's craze for unity, 
postmodernism's agenda of difference would release one's repressed po
tential in terms of an open-ended human history. 
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BEYOND PROTEST: SELF-EXPLORATORY MODES IN TWEN

TIETH CENTURY BLACK ART AND CULTURE 

Aninda BasuRoy 

Art historians have generally labelled black art as 'primitive' and celebrated 
it as an expression of the primeval values of life. Though it recreates some
times structures of human perceptions that are primary in time there has 
been a shift in the critical perspective of art-historians. Margaret Trowell 
has made some generalized remarks about African act but this may well 
apply to black act in particular. She distinguishes three types of art: 'Spirit
regarding', 'man-regarding' and the 'art of situaldisplay'.' 

But behind this tendency to create culture-specific art forms that 
are politically and culturally autonomous lies a whole series of assump
tions. The idea of 'Black art' sometimes assumes race-centred critiques of 
white racist exploitation and imperialist urges of the Euro-centric nations. 
In other cases it came to stand for as the cultural & political 'other-an
tithesis to European art and culture. Martinican Aim€ Cesaire and the 
Senegalese poet turned politician Leopold Scdar Senghor partly asserted 
the distinctive qualities of black art and culture which is a part of the broader 
cultural framework of 'Negritude'.' In a bid to create a counter aesthetic 
model upholding emotional rather than rational motifs, a separate view of 
time-space relationship and a distinctive configuration of culturally rooted 
images of themes it supposedly opposed the 'Universality' of European lit
erature. Unknowingly by pursuing this line of thought it slipped into the 
pitfalls of colonial and postcolonial traps functioning only as an antithesis 
to the thesis of white (racist) aesthetic supremacy and part of the European 
model of art which, to a great extent, created its 'other' only to subjugate 
and subordinate it in order to cherish its cultural supremacy. In Myth, Lit
erature and the African World Wole Soyinka puts forward his views of 
'Negritude': 

Negrigude, having laid its cornertone on a European intellectual 
tradition, however bravely it tried to reverse its concepts (leaving its tenets 
untouched), was a foundling deserving to be drawn into, nay, even consid
ered a case for benign adoption by European ideological interests.' 

The concept of Negritude thus embraces the essential notion of 
binary opposites which is a part of the Western philosophical tradition. 

This is seen in many literary works which depict the plight of the 
blacks in their 20th century context. Early Negro literature is therefore 
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understandably concerned with human identity; his own racial situation 
dictates. a dual attitude towards Negroness. He is impelled at once by the 
impulse to escape from identity the given, inherited, enforced image of 
himself and the impulse to achieve and assert identity (the idyllic, shared, 
reciprocal image of himself in the main stream of American culture). In his 
attempt to free himself from identity, the twentieth century Negro, tends to 
detach his freedom from a sense of role, for this role is so ostensibly a 
product of history; in consigning history to the limbu, he finds history catch
ing up with him, for, as it had once happened to many of his fore-fathers 
after the 'Emancipation'he only freed himself from captivity to confront 
chaos. 

The retreat into the atavistic self-hood also prefigures doom for the 
'Negro', for this represents a stasis in his personality, which denies him the 
dynamics of self-transformation. Hence perhaps, 'Negritude in the Euro
pean and American context is simply not available as a governing meta
phor of the Negro consciousness. The tension erupts into rage, self-pity, 
sullenness or sheer violence. In one sense, the Negro is conscious of the 
strange negative power of his blackness, which he can weild as a weapon. 
Finding that he has no honest place to stand but only a cutting edge to his 
personality, Bigger Thomas in Richard Wright's Native Son, uses this 
knowledge of his status in American culture for enacting his rites of pas
sage into manhood through violence and aggression. 

Since then, the term 'black' came to be loaded with opposite and 
contrary significations:on the one hand a white supremacist sense of racial 
difference and on the other hand self-critical modes of perceiving his own 
self. Sociologist Stuart Hall, in an illuminating essay, "What is this 'Black' 
in Black Popular Culture?'(l992) categorizes the necessity of creating 
such a concept. It is this mark of difference inside forms of popular culture 
which are by definition contradictory and which therefore appear as im
pure, threatened by incorporation or exclusion, that is carried by the signifier 
'black'in the term 'black popular culture'. It has come to signify the black 
community, where these traditions were kept, and whose struggles survive 
the persistence of the black experience (the historical experience of black 
people in diaspora), of the black aesthetic (the distinctive cultural reper
toires out of which popular representations were made), and of the black 
counternarratives we have struggled to voice.' 

The term black aesthetic became an all-inclusive label for a collec
tion of philosophical theories about the arts of African diaspora : an aes-
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thetic grounded in a post-colonial situation where black identity has to be 
created and retained for the sustenance and thriving of black art and culture 
outside the domains of its native geographical territories. As Hall points 
out, the proactive and aggressive element in their desire is a pointer to 
articulate and testify their cultural difference. 

The Harlem Renaissance, a historic moment when black culture 
flourished and received intercultural and multiracial recognition, acquired 
several names to designate it. Benjamin G. Brawley in a 1927 essay re
ferred to it as a "Negro Literary Renaissance". John Hope Franklin, a histo
rian, in his book From Slavery to Freedom(l947) {',-.lIed his chapter on 
New York's burgeoning black arts scene as the 'Harlem Renaissance'. Later 
this came to mean a broad-based, multidisciplinary programme which at
tained the status of a movement. 

The simple equation of racist antagonism and opposition took a 
new turn and 'black' literature and art gradually became more introverted, 
self-critical and individuated after the first half of the 1940s . These fea
tures situate 'black art' in the modernist agenda and looks forward to the 
post-modernist stance underlying black art and culture. 

However, this break can be seen as early as Ralph Ellison's Invis
ible Man (1947) . The 'invisibility' of his being conveyed through the name
less persona of the central protagonist, becomes a metaphor for the search 
of and identity beyond the white cultural and social frameworks within 
which he has to define himself. Although catastrophe after catastrophe strips 
him down to his essential invisibility, he is able to say, towards the end of 
his tale: " there is a possibility, that even an invisible man has a socially 
responsible role to play". The protagonist has, paradoxically, taken upon 
himself the responsibility to carry out socially responsible acts though he 
himself has been denied any recognition. 

Although he is a Negro, and remains so, no matter how he may 
place himself in every version of the world's reality over the whole specutrum 
ranging from black to white from South to North from forum to platform, 
he is seen as experiencing the agony of a dislocated self in a hostile society, 
in which process he emerges as 'Everyman'. His problem of self-discovery 
affects all men of all races. In his nullity, the postcolonial critic argues, he 
becomes a symbol of human possibility. Ellision is indignant, compassion
ate, and exercises a merciless clarity of analysis and apocalyptic vision 
which includes self-criticism. 
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As touched upon earlier, between 1940 and 1963 black art and 
culture underwent several transformations. Throughout this politically vola
tile period of war and change, black culture alternately shifted from the 
spotlight, to the periphery, and, ultimately, to the centre of the world's stage: 
such shifts were analogous to the black people's changing social status. 
The historically important literary work of this period is James A. Porter's 
Modern Negro Art (1943) which is solidly researched and documented 
tracing the art-historical record of African Americans from their colonial 
beginnings to the 'Negro Art' boom of the early 1940s. What lifted Porter's 
study beyond the boundaries of a standard text-following the oppositional 
mode-is his willingness to criticize, question and evaluate the works of 
African -American artists without stooping to racial favouritism. Porter's 
harsh but informative critiques aimed at artists like Aaron Douglas, 
Archibald J.Motley Jr., Palmer Hayden, and William H. Johnson. But Por
ter also showed a great degree of tolerance in his favourable criticisms of 
the works of relatively immature artists as William Edmondson, Jorace 
Pippin and twenty-six year old Jacob Lawrence. 

The change in black art and literature was clearly discernible from 
the post World War II period. Many black artists adopted a humanitarian 
stance in their work. Several artists joined organisations like the NAACP 
and the National Negro and Civil Rights Congresses. The shift was from 
abstraction in art to social realism. The black subject in art finds its most 
celebrate expression during this period in Loraine Hansberry's A Raisin in 
the 8un(1959). 

The modem black artist's position- immigrant or otherwise
guarantees his hyphenated self. The American or European Negro's pre
dicament articulates such hybridity . The historically undervalued position 
of African Americans in mainstream life fuelled a significant change in 
contemporary culture. This led to experiments with colour, implied gesture 
and movement which pushed black art to twisted forms in sculpture 
problematizing and complicating modes of representation. 

As part of the postmodernist agenda the media and media influ
enced artists equated black style with all the positive traits of white beauty 
and tried to project it as an alternative to white art models. 

While one group of artists wanted to popularize and uphold the 
'black' image in art concentrating on black nudes the others imposed self 
censorship. These artists feared that such sexually provocative images of 
blacks would be perceived as racist or pornographic. It is only in the late 
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1960s that such forms of art gained popularity inviting critics and artists to 
explore formal and psychological implications of black nudes in art. 

In the seventies and eighties black art and culture became more 
self-exploratory, searching and self-critical. Search for forms was partly 
moulded by the need to embody new patterns of perceptions and the urge to 
re-establish themselves as part of the world culture. This dominant trend 
reached its culmination in Lyle Ashton Harris's exhibition in the fall of 
1994 in New York. But most reviewers while praising Harris did not ob
serve his complete subversion of various notions of identity: gender
related,racial, sexual, and familial. The dread locked hair, and black nation
alist tricolours in Harris's For Cleopatra(1994) confounded basic assump
tions about race, gender and beauty. Instead of the image of blackness we 
noticed in black literature and art in. the 1960s , and 1970's Harris's con
struction of 'blackness' did not raise fists at the whites. His 'blackness' is 
soft, totally unencumbered by racial doctrine or social conventions and 
radically ambiguous. 

The formative period of black art, 1970s saw the emergence of a new 
black aesthetic that sought to leave its footprints on the sands of time. The 
dramatic shift in the mainstream art world can be linked to the corporate spon
sored exhibitions of this period and publication of works like 1\vo Centuries 
of Black American Art(l976). The acknowledgement of black talent looked 
forward to a creative drive whose source was spirituality rooted in the cultural 
paradigms of the African diaspora. 

In the field of music the allure of black rhythm surmounted racial and 
cultural barriers. Of special attention is the 'Aleph Sanctuary' murals by Abdul 
Mati Klarwein. The search for forms in all cultural sphere evinces the modern
ist curve in black aesthetic. The continuous making and re-making of forms 
signals the urge to construct different modes of representation. Formal and 
structural innovation foregrounds attempts to forge a bedrock on which mod
ernist art can rest itself. Such tendency can also be bound up with the New 
Negro compulsion to visualize himself as self-lacerated, self-constructed and 
self-critical. 

Instead of using the art form for mere visual and spiritual fulfilment 
Margo Humphrey in "The Last Bar-BsQue " (1988-89) framed blackness 
within an absurdist, yet penetrating and heartfelt view that ultimately reinvigo
rated and redeemed an often restrictive black nationalism. 6 The tum of the 
century sculpture, music, literature and art (used in its widest context) marks 
the passage of postmodernism that animates and underlies the black art of the 

1990s. 
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The entry of black art and literature into different arenas social, 
political and economic generated multiple problems. On the one hand it 
restored their confidence and yet on the other ideological conflict with other 
cultures threatened and created a new 'black' solidarity in the different quar
ters of the globe. In the united kingdom black art exhibition and media 
productions on them helped created a new black cultural identity. In the 
global perspective the discarding of 'apartheid' in South Africa and the rise 
of Nelson Mandela came to be treated as new symbols of an acceptance of 
'black' freedom and social justice. 

As the pernicious obverse to such images of progress black culture 
during the mid 80's and later experienced dislocation, moral vacuum and 
disillusionment. The plagues of unemployment, racial strife, homelessness, 
poverty coupled with the collapse of small black business houses and so
cial institutions became the new premise of black hopelessness, a far cry 
from the rejuvenated spirit of black culture witnessed in the 1960's and 
70's. 

This climate was intensified by the territorial violence they went through 
in Haiti, Liberia, Somalia, Rwanda and other areas of political unrest. For 
the artist conflicting signs both within and beyond black culture led to a 
new self-searching and analytical mode. "Black aesthetic', as a result, started 
becoming more inward-looking, self-critical and painstakingly analytic. As 
such late twentieth centry artists carried their work beyond cultural, racial 
and political 'Scarification' that marked black art of the previous centuries. 
The multiplicity of art forms, interrogation of traditional concepts of iden
tity and a merciless probing of socially rooted customs became tools for 
reinscribing 'black' history within newly forged historiographical models. 

This brings us back to Harris's For Cleopatra. The ideological 
alignment of artworks with black history and culture is part of the 
postmodernist stance that underlie contemporary black art. The present gen
eration of artists are far more lineage-conscious making their art more 
intriguing and irreducible to monolithic paradigms of colonized experi
ence. 

However, one cannot and should not deny the 'culture slander' that 
black history is often subjected to and the unmitigated pain inflicted upon 
them in a sexist and racially discriminating world. What I wanted to point 
out was the new direction in black art and culture that is resurfacing in the 
present era. The urge to go beyond conventional motifs and race-centred 
discourse transformed 'black aesthetic' opening up new possibilities of 
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research and experimentation. 

The brief compass of this write up precludes detailed and in-depth 
study of individual works but this critical overview tracing the shift in per
spective in black art will help to build up the reading strategy of the reader 
making him conscious of the dynamic, multiplex and perspectival nature of 
black history. Like other cultures it has also passed through the phases of 
modernism and postmodernism (if at all postmodernism can be termed a 
historical phase) and waits to gain a fresh lease of life in the coming cen
tury getting rid of its stereotyped labelling in a world of multiracial, deter
ministic discourse that aims to direct art and literature through predeter
mined grooves and channels lest it mars the timehonoured patterns of hu
man civilization. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE EXISTENTIALIST ETHICS
 

Mrinal Kanti Bhadra
 

The Existentialists do not uphold man as a theoretical being. Their concern 
is with his practical life. As Kirkegaard mentions, "The real subject is not 
the cognitive subject. ..the real subject is the ethical existence of the sub
ject." (Concluding Unscientific Postscript, 1941, p.28!) The Cartesian 
Cogito gives us an idea of a subject. It is the mere understanding of a con
cept, which has not yet been instantiated. The individual subject is not an 
idea. It is not something which is just known. Existence is quite different 
from the conceptual idea of the idea. But it is a perfection, when we com
pare it with not existing at all. Kierkegaard thinks that the Cartestian cogito 
ergo sum is confused. The reason is that the cogito presupposes existence. 
It does not prove the latter. As Kierkegaard says, "Because I exist and be
cause I think, therefore I think that I exist... I must exist in order to think." 
(Ibid p.294) The personal existence of the individual constitutes his abso
lute interest. But when thought is absolute, it becomes disinterested to ac
quire knowledge. The ethical demand is that the person becomes infinitely 
interested in his own existence. Kierkegaard's emphasis on the existential 
self leads us to regard the practical aspect of life as the most important. 
Kant made a distinction between the transcendental or the knowing self 
and the moral self. Kierkegaard opposes this dichotomy between the know
ing self and the acting self. He thinks that the Cartesian view point is wrong 
and man exists in his action. The pure theoritical ego has only a conceptual 
existence. Kierkegaard does not admit the inference of existence from 
thought. He thinks that only the ethical reality is reality and, as if, the ab
stract thinker does not exist. The abstract thinker trying to prove his exist
ence gives rise to a contradiction, for he abstracts from his own existence. 
His existence is a presupposition from which he seeks emancipation. This 
is a strange sort of proof. If it succeeded, his existence would cease. 

Kierkegaard does not want to allow reason any role at all in our 
life. Emotions and passions must be liberated from the strong rule of rea
son. Even a very degraded role of reason where reason is supposed to be 
the slave of passions will not satisfy him. One's choice of a way of life has 
no reason. Kierkegaard cannot give any answer to the question :"What is 
the good for man?" 

This shows clearly that, according to Kierkegaard, our choices are 
irrational. He thus departs from the age-old Western tradition where our 
choices are to be justified rationally. Kierkegaard's analysis of choice and 
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freedom sets the stage for the Existentialist ethical movement. 

The Existentialists talk of authenticity and one has to achieve au
thentic existence. But this means that one has to commit oneself deliber
ately and passionately to a particular way of life. In existence human be
ings encounter emerging situations which demand immediate choices. The 
ultimate choice is not apriori, it is one's ultimate commitment. It is not a 
choice of this or that particular action. It is a choice of a mode of existence 
within which the particular choices are determined. Some one wants ad
vice for his future life, whether to enter into a business or whether he could 
choose some way of life which involves greater hazards. But once the ulti
mate choice is decided, the particular choices follow from the rules con
nected with the way of life. We find in Sartre's thoughts that a person will 
take that advice which will suit his choice of a mode of life. He will choose 
such a person who will give him advice that is in harmony with his choice 
of the mode of life. 

Once a mode of existence is chosen, the decisions can be made by 
appeal to what Kant calls hypothetical imperative. Suppose a person ulti
mately wants 'X' in the best possible way. If one knows what he wants 
ultimately he can decide one alternative over another more or less me
chanically. If one has chosen a way of life, what actions he will perform 
can be made or decided more easily. But the ultimate choice is arbitrary 
and it does not matter whether 'X' or 'Y' is chosen. The ultimate choices 
being ultimate, it is not possible to appeal to more ultimate considerations. 
These are our categorical imperatives. They cannot be defended on the 
basis of further imperatives. These are the dictates of reason. But one can 
ask like Kierkegaard, why are these dictates to be followed ? One can 
always challenge the value of reason itself. It may be granted that it is the 
reasonable thing to do. But it may be asked, why should I be reasonable? 

It may so appear then that the ultimate choices are without any 
justification. They are irrational. Kierkegaard may not speak of objective 
justification. But there are subjective considerations like desires, hopes, 
fears and habits of the individual person. Some people are moral, because 
they are morally inclined. Some people desire the life of pleasure or reli
gious passion. "Truth", as Kierkegaard says, "is subjectivity". Thus the 
choice of a way of life can be made only by the person on the basis of his 
desires, hopes, etc, because it is he who lives it. 
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II 

The Philosophy ofExistentialism may be traced to many factors. 
The most important idea of Existentialism is this that reason fails to give an 
adequate guide to human life and action. If we tum our eyes to the history 
of Western philosophy we find that Kant wanted to establish the moral life 
of man on reason. He thought that by reason man would be able to choose 
a set of values. Hegel's identification of reason with reality showed that 
values can be discovered by reason and they have a real existence. The 
moral philosophers were inspired by this tradition. They came to under
stand value as parts of reality. They would argue that things are not only 
coloured or spatial, but they are also good or bad. It might be said that we 
perceive colours or shapes by our sense-experience. But we do not dis
cover beauty or ugliness in the same way. The answer would be that they 
would be revealed by reason or intuition. Values on such an idea would be 
objective. The Existentialists do not accept such an account of value. Ac
cording to them, values do not constitute the structure of the world. In their 
opinion everything in the world has a meaning which has to be understood 
with reference to the human subject. It is his needs, his emotional situation 
which make the things valuable or render the valueless. Man cannot ex
plain what in the nature of things makes some of them valuable and others 
without any value. He may appeal to some rational arguments, but it is seen 
that reason cannot explain why he chooses certain objects and regards them 
as valuable, while other objects are not so considered. Due to this, the Ex
istentialists come to conclude that value has no rational basis. Value, in 
their opinion, has no objectivity. It is the human choice which is the foun
dation of all values. It is man's emotional life which makes a gradation of 
values. It is in this context we can understand another aspect of the existen
tialist ethics, that is, their conception of value. 

The Existentialists speak of a demand for authenticity they are in 
search of, something which will give their life a sense of fulfilment. So to 
say that the Existentialists have no justification for what to accept as the 
authentic ideal may not be true. Kierkegaard thinks that the religious ideal 
is the highest end of life. There are also the ideals of the aesthetic form and 
the ethical form of life. But none of these ideals satisfies the demands of 
authenticity. In the aesthetic stage, man runs from pleasure to pleasure. 
Here the compulsion of pleasure dominates his life. He does not experi
ence any freedom and cannot exercise it. The ethical principles are univer
sal and as such they have an objectivity. But the principles are imposed 
upon him by the society. They are not accepted in the spontaneous freedom 
of the individual. Only in the religious stage does the individual experience 
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the true freedom. He can make the ultimate choice in its light. Thus, free
dom, the search for authenticity and the religious ideal are intimately con
nected. Authenticity has an important role in human life. Man thinks that 
he can live in the real sense of existence, when he reaches the goal of au
thenticity. There are differences of opinion about what gives authenticity to 
human life. Kierkegaard thinks that it is the religious ideal, while Heidegger 
speaks of the realization of Being as the most authentic thing. Sartre would 
point out that it is the grasp and the exercise of freedom. It seems therefore 
that the idea of authenticity lies behind the discovery of value by all men. 
The question about the justification of authenticity may arise in this con
nection. Is it something given to man by his rational reflection or does he 
.hit upon it in an emotional upsurge? The Existentialists would prefer to 
say that it is a question of man's whole being. Man finds his existence 
riddled with crisis and he wants to reach a state of harmony, where he will 
be able to overcome his anxiety. So the idea of authenticity does not arise 
as a result of rational reflection. Rather, it develops and takes shape in the 
interaction of the various aspects of his existence. Actually, in our exist
ence all the elements, reason, passion, volition, instinct, disposition are 
equally involved. Thus it is man's whole existence which gives justifica
tion for authenticity, the highest value as well as other values. 

The question of the justification of values may be approached from 
another direction. In Kierkegaard's thought, truth in its objectivity does not 
have any relevance for the life of the individual. He does not deny what are 
generally called objective truths, but his denial refers to the insufficiency of 
these truths for an individual. Truth, whatever may be its nature, has to be 
grasped in the passionate inwards of the individual, if the truth has to have any 
essential significance for the human individual. The proof the existence of 
God may serve as an illustration. It is not denied by Kierkegaard that God 
exists as an objectively real being, nor would he deny the so-called arguments 
for the existence of God which are introduced to demonstrate such existence. 
His only assertion is this that such proofs are not enough for a devout believer. 
Even the arguments may not establish the existence of God. A devotee realizes 
in the depth of his devotion the presence of God. Similar things may, perhaps, 
be said about the object of love. It is difficult to say that the relation between 
the lover and the beloved has an objectivity. It is really impossible to prove 
such objectivity. The same kind of analysis may, perhaps, be extended to all 
values, like beauty, goodness, kindness, etc. An object may be said to be beau
tiful, and it has all the qualities which constitute it. Yet someone may fail to 
distinguish between objectivity and subjectivity. An object of beauty illumines 
the heart of the individual. Perhaps, this is the reason why Kierkegaard 
made a distinction between the what and the how of truth. The what repre
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sents the objective aspect of truth for which reason, observation and logical 
arguments are needed. But the truth does not become a truth of the indi
vidual, unless it is realized as such by the individual. And that has to be 
realized in the passionate involvement of the individual. It is pointed out by 
Kierkegaard that all arguments which try to establish the objective truth 
give us an approximate truth and not the whole truth. So the individual 
experiences an uncertainty in the face of truth. The truth is defined by 
Kierkegaard in the following way: "An objective uncertainty held fast in 
an appropriation process of the most passionate inwardness is the truth, the 
highest attainable for an existing individual". (The subjective Truth, R. 
Bretell, A Kierkegaardian Anthology, p.2l4) The subject gets merely the 
objective uncertainty with the passion of the infinite inwardness. It is the 
venture of the object. About the reality of God, Kierkegaard expresses that 
he sees not only omnipotence and wisdom, but many things else which 
disturb his mind and cause anxiety. The sum of all this is objective uncer
tainty. For this reason the inwardness becomes very tense and embraces the 
objective uncertainty with the entire passion of the infinite. In the case of 
mathematical propositions the objectivity is given and for this reason the 
truth of such propositions is indifferent. This shows that the value of the 
objective truth is not disregarded by him. Only he points that such truth to 
be significant for the individual has to be grasped with intense passion and 
interest in relation to the problem of his life. This fact is important, for 
many think that the Existentialists obliterate the distinction between the 
subjective and the objective truth or objective and subjective value. They 
insist on the matter that the subjective value is important for the individual 
for only such a value has meaning for his existence. If value is subjective in 
this sense, then what is valuable for everybody is not important. The justi
fication for value by reason loses its relevance. Reason wants to establish 
the same value for everyone, as it has a universal character which may be 
significant for all men. 

But the word 'subjectivity' may be used in two senses. In the nar
row sense it means the individuality of a particular human being, but in the 
wide sense it may mean a subjectivity which is true for all human beings. 
Existentialism understands subjectivity in the latter sense also. Then value 
is not just dependent on the individual's choice. It is a contribution of the 
human subject. But the question may arise about the gap between the indi
vidual man and the humanity. Again, where is the guarantee that what is 
true or valuable for one individual will also be true or valuable for all men? 
But for the present let us state that the Existentialists do not accept the factual 
nature of value. They think that nature as it is or the world as it is to us is 
devoid of any value. It is man's relation to nature or man's apprehension of 
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the objects of nature which produces value. It is not only the idea of the 
Existentialist thinkers but also of those thinkers who think that value is a 
gift of the human subject. This has been pointed out by Rabindranath in his 
famous poem "I", a free translation of which is given below. 

In the colour of my consciousness 
The ruby became green 

And the emerald became red, 

I cast my eyes on the sky 

The light flashed 
On the east and the west 

I looked at the rose and said'beautiful', 

It became beautiful. 

The eyes of the day of departure by man 

Will evaporate the colour, 

The battle of power will continue 

In the sky 

Light will not kindle anywhere 
The fingers of the musician will move 

In the court without lyre 

But there will be no music 

Without any poetry 

In the sky which is no longer blue, 

With the Impersonal Mathematics 

In the great Universe 

Far and far away, in the infinite regions, 
These words will not be heard any more, 

"You are beautiful" 

"I love". 

The Existentialists hold that man creates values. But this man is not always 
an individual man. Even in his common experience with other human be
ings, it is his own experience and problems which move him to accept 
certain things to be valuable, while he rejects other things as without any 
value. The attitude towards value becomes clear from an analysis of Sartre's 
ideas. The question about value generally leads to two positions. One posi
tion about value may be that "X is red" or "Y is running", which are true 
about the fact of the world. If they be so, then it can be said that values can be 
objects of knowledge. It seems then that the world itself has value properties. 
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They are on the same level with other properties like colours. In that per
spective values can be defined quite completely by sets ofclear descriptive 
terms. Then the propositions using these terms are finally about what the 
world is. The other position holds that these propositions are not at all 
descriptive. Their function is not to describe facts, things and events. They 
express attitudes or feelings. Their function is "to commend the things they 
are about or to persuade others to take certain positive or negative attitudes 
towards those things and the like". (AC, Danto - Sartre, p.120) . Here 
positions may vary, but there is a common core of agreement that there is 
nothing cognitive about value propositions. We can say from this fact that 
a person uses what he believes. But it is not said whether what he believes 
is true. Truth and falsity have no application here. Accordingly, those who 
adopt this position are called non-cognitivists. 

Thus most of the Existentialists can be called non-cognitivists re
garding the so-called objectivity of values. For them, there are no moral 
facts, no value attached to the objective material world. Specially, this atti
tude is clearly evident in Sartre. He would to call it a bad faith to regard 
values as objective. According to him, values appear in the world in course 
of the activities of human life. Values are inseparable from the meanings 
which unite our world. They arise through the situational structures of our 
existence. So values have a descriptive character in relation to man's lived 
situations. They respond to the various lacks from which man suffers. Val
ues may not have a reality in an objective sense. But in the distinction 
between facticity and situation made by Sartre values are woven into the 
fabric of situation which is the world for us. It would not be possible for 
man to engage in a world without values which do not have at least this 
degree of objectivity. Values, he thinks, are generated by the structure of 
engagement. Reflective consequences is a moral consciousness, as it arises 
in the mode of considering values contributed by the human subject. The 
world for us is a human world and it is the intersubjective world. Such a 
world has a phenomenological basis. So far this world is concerned it is a 
value-ridden world. They form part of the world for us and in that respect 
Sartre is a cognitivist. As most of the Existentialists understand the world 
to be a human world and value is the gift of man, value may be said to have 
a reality from the human point of view. But independently of human en
gagement, values have no objectivity. As we are in both worlds at the 
sametime, there is an ambiguity in the nature of values, as pointed out by 
Simone de Beauvoir. 
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III 

In Being and Nothingness Sartre states, "Human reality is that by 
which value arrives in the world". (Sartre: Being and Nothingness ,p.93) 
But it is man who brings nothingness also. It means that we do not find 
values there already and waiting for us. The words of Wittgenstein may be 
referred to in this connection. He says, "In the world everything is as it is 
and happens as it does happen. In it there is no value-and if there were it 
would be of no value" (Tractatus, 6 : 41) Values are not, according to 
Wittgenstein, further items to be discovered as contents of the world. If 
values are accepted as facts, they would not answer to the demands which 
having value presupposes. We have to understand that things have value 
only in terms of action relationship and with reference to meaning. They 
have no place in the objective description of the world. Sartre thinks that 
values are demands which lay claim to foundation. But this foundation 
cannot be the Being-in-itself. Values are revealed by an active freedom 
which makes them exist as values. He points out, "...my freedom is the 
foundation of values and nothing, absolutely nothing justifies in adopting 
this or that particular value or a particular scale of values" .(Being and 
Nothingness, p.138) It is through me that values exist, as I am the founda
tion of values. It is pointed out further that the things themselves are what 
they are. They have no lack. Lacks are to be understood in relation to use or 
need. Lacks are considered by the engaged consciousness. Consciousness 
lacks something and will always lack it. It lacks being Human reality grasps 
itself as an incomplete being. It is a perpetual surpassing towards a coinci
dence with itself which is never given. If it were so given, the for itself would 
lose its character and one world. What gives the world and itself meaning 
always remains outside. Thus, "It would not attain the in-itself without losing 
itself as for itself'. (Being and Nothingness, pp.89-90). Sartre asks the ques
tion whether freedom might take itself as a value, and what would happen to 
the concept of value, if it did so? But he does not give any answer to the 
question. The answer may, perhaps, not be given since the value in question 
could not be realized in principle. Freedom is precisely that which lacks being. 

We find that value can be considered as objective in the inter sub
jective sense. But this does not mean that values are accepted by the indi
vidual subject in an automatic way. They have to be chosen by the human 
subject in his freedom. When an individual chooses a value, what does he 
really choose? Sartre tries to give the following answer. He thinks that the 
individual chooses what is best for himself. But man does not only choose 
for himself, he chooses for all men. As it has already been pointed out, 
the word 'subjectivity'is used in two senses. On the one hand, it means 
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the freedom of the individual, while on the other, it shows that man cannot 
pass beyond human subjectivity. When man chooses for himself, it means 
that in choosing for himself, he chooses for every man. As Sartre says, 
"what we choose is always the better and nothing can be better unless it is 
better for all". (Sartre, Existentialism and Humanism, p.29) When man 
realizes that in choosing what he will be, he is also deciding for the whole 
of mankind, he cannot escape from a sense of complete responsibility. In 
such a situation, he is in anguish, because there is no reason that I am the 
proper person to impose by my own choice my own conception of man 
upon the whole humanity. There is no proof, nor any sign to convince me of 
it. Every man asks himself, "Am I really the man who has the right to act in 
such a manner that humanity regulates itself by what I do"? It is this kind of 
anguish which every man feels. Every man's choice of value is thus an
guished. If a man does not feel the anguish, he is dissembling it and is in a 
bad faith. But what is the justification for this choice of value? It is pointed 
out by sartre, "Thus we have neither behind us, nor before us in a humaneous 
realm of values, any means of justification or excuse. we are left above 
without excuse. This is what I mean when I say that man is condemned to 
be free. Condemned because he did not create himself, yet is nevertheless 
at liberty and from the moment he is thrown into this world, he is responsi 
ble for everything he does"(Ibid, p.34) 

We started the discussion on the Existentialist Ethics in relation to 
the problem of moral choice in which man chooses a particular Act of val
ues. But we found that the Existentialist thinkers are in favour of the idea 
that values are not objective. So we have no justification why we choose 
this or that value. But we see that Sartre says that man always chooses what 
is better for limself and nothing can be better for us unless it is better for 
all. Now this statement is an acceptance of the universal principle and it 
involves also responsibility for the good of all man. This seems to be in
consistent with the position stated earlier. But let us consider the stages of 
human development in relation to values. We find that in the first stage of 
his existence man encounters objective facts. But in order to live in this 
world he has to transform it into a human world. He finds that he suffers, 
because he lacks many things. By his freedom he contributes meaning to 
the existing order of things and the world is changed from facticity into a 
human situation. He builds up a world and it is this human world, where 
everything has a value for him. As it has already been said, it is an inter
subjective world and the intersubjective principles establish his justifica
tion for why he chooses a particular set of values. Whenever man makes a 
choice, he has an intersubjective awareness of these values, values which 
have been created not only by him, but by all men in relation to another. 
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The Existentialists also speak of universal conditions of human life and 
under such conditions man's choice of a value undertakes to establish an 
ideal which will do good to all men. 

Man has to be aware of himself as a member of the human society. 
It can awaken him to the realization of true existence. It is authenticity and 
it is the ground of values. The idea of authenticity may vary and may give 
rise to different alternative systems of values. Values are of inter-subjec
tive character and thus have a kind of objectivity. But the values have to be 
established by the human choice. 
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KANT ON THE FOUNDATION OF MORALITY
 

Gopal Chandra Khan
 

"Two things wonder me most", wrote Kant, "the starry heaven above and 
the moral law within". In this the "starry heaven" stands for external, physi
cal at mundane nature, and the "within" stands for internal, spiritual or 
moral nature. Both these natures, material and moral, are law-bound na
tures, though, of course, there are differences between the laws of material 
nature and the laws of moral nature. The laws of material or physical na
ture are inexorably necessary. Moral laws, on the other hand, are not inexo
rable, not inviolable physically, though the very existence of this rules makes 
a demand on us that they should be obeyed. The laws of physical nature are 
constitutive; they are those rules in accordance with which objects in na
ture behave. Moral laws are not similarly constitutive, rather they are pre
scriptive; they are those rules, norms or standards by which human con
ducts are determined. The existence of moral laws presupposes the exist
ence of freedom in the lives of moral agents but the inexorability of physi
cal laws says that there is no freedom in the realm of physical nature. Thus 
apparently the laws of physical nature and the laws of moral nature are 
differently grounded and there is no necessary connection between these 
two sets of laws. 

Yet we are constrained to make a different reflection. Man is a 
creature of physical nature. He is born in it, lives in it and acts in it. Thus 
any movement in him is a natural event and is subject to the laws of physi
cal nature. Physical nature is not morally responsible. But in any society 
and in every age man is held morally responsible for at least some of his con
ducts. Now, if the same action is being looked upon as a natural event and also 
a moral conduct then there must have an original connection between the laws 
of physical nature and the laws of moral nature, or else they do not apply to the 
same action. But what that connection could be ? For centuries philosophers 
have wondered over this question, and they still wonder. 

As is well-known the Western tradition in philosophy goes back to the 
days of the ancient Greeks. Ancient Greece had her poets and philosophers, 
but no prophets, and in the beginning, they were the poets to whom people 
turned for guidance and support as to the arbiters of religion and moral con
duct and truth. Ultimately the philosophers asserted themselves and the au
thority of the poets came to be severally challenged. On behalf of the philoso
phers Plato fought a decisive battle against the poets, and the philosophers 
won the day. Plato tried to prove that it is not knowledge, but inspiration, that 
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the poets possess. They say many beautiful things, but they know nothing 
about that of which they speak. Not possessing wisdom but just relying on 
inspiration the poets many often instead of leading men to virtuous life 
implant the seeds of vices in their souls. Plato could quote numerous pas
sages from Homer and Hesoid to show how poets had glorified the doings 
and sayings of gods and heroes which by any standard are immoral and 
ignoble. 

Plato, by setting the poets and the sophists as the target of his at
tack wanted to bring home the truth of the Socralic precept that virtue is 
knowledge and knowledge is virtue. It is the thesis not merely that to be 
good it is necessary to know what is good, but that to know what is good is 
necessarily to do what is good, or at best that to know what is good and yet 
to do what is bad is to act involuntarily. Associated with this thesis is the 
thesis that nobody voluntarily does what is bad. Everyone does what he 
supposes, according to his own lights, to be good. It is not in human nature 
to do otherwise. To quote a passage from the Meno , "Those who are igno
rant of what is bad do not desire what is bad but only what they think to be 
good, though in fact it is bad; so that those who are ignorant of it and think 
it good are clearly desiring the good". 

As may be clear, Plato is upholding an intellectualist view of mo
rality. Moral principles are objective truths, and they are objects of learn
ing and understanding in the same way as the principles of mathematics 
are. Only those souls in whose nature reason is the most prominent element 
can have a glimmering of what is morally good and morally bad. Others 
cann take them on the authority of the learned souls. As regarding authority 
in moral laws, poets, prophets and priests are thoroughly hopeless. They 
rely on inspiratnois, emotions, sentiments etc. which stand a stumbling block 
to the vision of truth in any matter. Philosophers, the cultivators of reason, 
are the most suitable authority in regarding moral questions. 

According to Plato, man is like an inverted tree. There is some
thing earthly and something divine in him. Reason is that divine element in 
man's nature. It is by virtue of reason and reason alone that man is capable 
of finding a comprehension of truth and organise his life in the light of that 
truth. The moral sense and the feeling of wonder in him is reasons's divine 
discontentment with its amnestic and imperfect earthly life. Through knowl
edge and moral conduct he tries to return to himself or realise his basic 
divinity. 

There has always been a feeling that an intellectualist view of 
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morality is too much for common people. It is a common perception that 
learning and understanding do not necessarily ennoble men. As the Pancada~i 

version of what is popularly known to be a saying of Duryodhana goes: 
Jilllami dharman nn ca me pravrttim, janami adharman na ca me nivrttim,• 
kenapi hrdisthithen yatha niyuktohasmi sthatatha karomi. Or, as Gibon in 
his The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire commented, "The power of 
instruction is seldom of any efficacy except in those happy dispositions in 
which they are almost superflurous. Morality, for common observation, is 
a happy disposition which tend to be weakened by intense philosophical 
reflections. On the other hand, poets and prophets by touching upon men's 
emotions. sentiments, affections. etc. are better able to give lusture tp man's 
happy dispositions. 

The philosopher's faith in the power of reason to find moral laws 
for guiding men's conduct meets with a powerful challenge from the 
theloogians of the middle ages. These theologians do not simply appeal to 
human psychology. But they use acute philosophical arguments, mainly 
skeptical arguments, to prove the intellectualist philosophers wrong. Here 
we may quote a passage to be found in twice in Al-ghazali, the greatest of 
the theologians of Islam: 

Let us Imagine a child and a grown-up in Heaven who 
both died in the true faith, but the grown-up has a higher 
place than the child. And the child will ask god, "Why did you 
give that man a higherplace "?And god will answer, " He has 
done many good works". Then the child will say, "Why did you 
let me die so soon so that I was prevented from doing good"? 
God will answer, " I knew that you would grow up a sinner, 
therefore it was better that you should die a child". Then a cry 
goes up from the damned in the depths of Hell, "Why, 0 Lord, 
did you not let us die before we became sinners". 

Ghazali adds to this: "the imponderable decisions of god cannot be weighed 
by the scales of reason and Mu"tazilism ". 

The theologians committed to defending their religious faiths ad
vocate that what is good and what is bad for men in known only by the 
Supreme Lord. The moral laws are divine commandments made known to 
men by gods messengers for their good. Religious texts are thus known as 
Law-Books and the prophets as the Law-givers. No amount of reason can 
either justify or unjustify these laws. They are willingly obeyed by those 
who have faith in the Lord, and faith is reason of the heart which the mind 
does not know. In substance, according to the theologians god-fear is the 
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chief source of morality. Moral laws based on reason alone can have no 
real blood in thier veins. Man's fear and loneliness and his feeling of de
pendence on an understanding and loving being to whom he can cry out 
from the depths of his despair infuses real blood in the veins of moral laws. 

Philosophical rationalism as a theory of the foundation of moral 
sense and moral laws is being questioned by a section of the philosophers 
as well who have no special commitment for religion, rather who are anti
religionists. Hume's name may be specially mentioned in this connection. 
According to Hume, man is a creature of judgment. He is also a creature 
born for actions. But the actions are so very important for the survival of 
the species that infinitely wise nature has not left is to man's faulty judge
ments. Instead she has implanted in man's nature certain basic tendencies 
or instincts which work in all men alike without the supervision of reason. 
The motivation for voluntary action is, according to Hume, passion, a term 
reserved in Hume's philosophy for certain secondary feelings. Reason only 
helps determine the means to be adopted to get the desired result. 'Reason 
is and ought to be the slave of the passions' is a famous dictum of Hume's 
moral philosophy. Thus Hume restricted reason's function to the minimum 
(according to Hume, reason works only in a limited area for the relation of 
ideas) and replaces divine majesty by nature's majesty to account for the 
morality of human conducts. 

Kant reasserted the claim of reason as the soverign authority over 
man's moral conduct. He contested the view of the theologians for whom 
moral laws are divine commandments. In Kants' opinion, "We shall not 
Jook upon actions as obligatory because they are the commandments of 
god, but shall regard them as divine commandments because we have an 
inward obligation to them (A8l9=B847). The inward obligation in ques
tion here is reason's commitment to itself. Thus instead of morality being 
an offshoot of religion, according to Kant, it is religion that is an offshoot 
of morality. 

As is expected, Kant is opposed no less to the view of those phi
losophers who regard moral sense as a sort of feeling, a passion, which 
works in the manner of an instinct. Instincts and sentiments are blind, but 
moral conducts are not blind actions. They are deliberate doings. To be 
deliberate is to be cognitive or judgmental, and to be judgmental is to be 
intelligent or rationally comprehensible. 

One of the primary ideas of Kant's moral philosophy is that moral 
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judgements are applicable only to voluntary human conducts. Human con

ducts are voluntary in so far as they are exercises in freedom. However, 

freedom is no caprice. It, too, is law-bound, and the laws ofmorality are 
those laws of freedom. The laws of freedom are indeed different from the 
laws of physical nature. If human freedom had been bound by the laws of 
physical nature there could not have been any real freedom, for real free
dom is the freedom of choice which the inexorability of physical nature 
does not allow. Again, the laws of freedom do not explain how people 
really make choices. They say what course of action should be chosen among 
possible actions. Each moral law is an ought, an imperative. Kant explains 
that the 'ought' does not imply 'is' , gather it implies 'can' - to do or not to 
do or to do otherwise. Since freedom of choice is law-bound it is also ratio
nal. The laws of freedom are not empirical, for everything empirical is 
contingent, but the laws of freedom are universal and strictly necessary. To 
be universal and necessary is to be a priori, and to be a priori is to have its 
source in reason. The laws of freedom are, therefore, the laws of reason, 
and to be free is to be rational Kant, however, endorse a stronger thesis than 
this. He further says that to be rational is to be free so that in respect of 
human conduct freedom and rationality are identical. 

As we now see, according to Kant, both physical nature and moral 
nature are law-bound natures, and the laws of both natures are grounded i! 
priori in pure reason. But we have explained that the laws of physical 
nature and the laws of moral nature are not of the same type. Thus one may 
wonder if it is one and the same reason that is the ground for the existence 
of physical laws as well as moral laws. Kant speaks of pure theoretical 
reason and pure practical reason as the ground for the existence respec
tively of physical laws and moral laws. 'Understanding maketh nature' 
this is a well known thesis of Kants' Critique of Pure Reason. In this he 
explains that the nature that we existence is not a thing-in-itself. It is an 
appearance relative to human sensibility and is interpreted or known as 
nature or a phenomenal world by the activity of pure theoretical reason of 
understanding. Categories or concepts of an object-in-general are the con
cepts of those activities of the understanding, and therefore, they necessar
ily apply to any object of nature. The laws of physical nature follow from those 
categories, and, therefore, are grounded a priori in pure reason. In the Critique 
of Practical Reason Kant explains that pure reason in order to be practical or 
be actively involved in the phenomenal world binds itself by the laws of its 
own making. These are the moral laws. But can pure reason which has no 
body to kick or a soul to damn be also practical? How it may influence 
man's living involvement in the phenomenal world? This part of Kants' 
philosophy is a complex idea and is not easy to understand. We may here 
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explain that idea in our own way leaving aside all the techinicalities used 
by Kant in this particular. 

Kant begins his philosophical enquiry with the obvious and the ac
complished. It is a fact that we have accomplished sciences like mathematics 
and physics and that these sciences contain synthetic a priori knowledge. It is a 
fact that people of all ages and of all places have worked and still work with a 
moral sense. It is a fact that people appreciate beauty and have a feeling for the 
sublime. It is a fact that people think of God with awe and reverence. Then 
what are the prior and necessary conditions for the possibility of all these? In 
the Transcendental Aesthetic and Transcendental analytic of the First Critique 
Kant enquires into the a priori grounds for the possibility of knowledge and 
experience in general and the science (accomplished or intended) in particular. 
In the Transcendental Dialectic of the same work he enquires into the a priori 
ground for the possibility of some of the ideas to which nothing in our experi
ence correspond. Through these enquiries he is led necessarily to presuppose 
that human subject is a composition of two heteronomous capaciltis, name by 
sensibility and intelligence, both of which are sources of a priori. Human sen
sibility receives intuitive representations, pure a priori as well as non pure 
empirical. These intuitive representations are being takenup, held in and thought 
through by active intelligence. Human intelligence is discursive as spontane
ous', it is just capaple of bringing to unity the manifold or intuitive representa
tions according to its innate rules of functioning or basic tendencies and it will 
function automatically if the manifold are given. In the process it creates the 
sense of a steady and unitary object around the manifold, on the one hand, and 
a unitary 'I' the thinking subject, on the other hand. Human intelligence has no 
intuition. It only generates sense. This sense is fused to a unity with the object 
(rathers, strictly speaking the manifold of iniuttions ) is given in experience. 
But if there is nothing in experience to correspond to sense the sense that 
intelligence works up just creates an idea, an empty idea without any intuition. 
These are the ideas of reason. Moral laws are derived from these ideas of 
reason. Let us explain a bit about it. 

Human intelligence is discursive and spontaneous. It spontaneously 
functions to bring to unity the manifold provided the manifold are given. In so 
far as the manifold of intuitive representations are given intelligence creates 
the sense of objects of experience around them. Thus we get perception of 
object and perceptions involve conception. Now, in so far as the given are 
manifold objects of experience, like the table, chair, tree, etc. the same 
activity of intellligence goes on in relations to them. Intelligence will go on 
bringing the manifold to unity. But it will not achieve a complete unity 
before its concept of unity transcends the bounds of experience. For example, 
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the intelligible concept of cause is a concept of unity, and it finally termi
nates in the idea of an uncaused cause to which nothing in experience cor

responds. Kant explains that the idea of the whole world, god and self and 
terminating ideas of reason. Now these ideas, since they do not apply to 
experience, are just illusions, illusions natural to reason. Sometimes, illu
sions are taken to be real objects, and in that case they are harmful illu
sions. But illusions may also have their uses, and for Kant, everything natural 
has its place or proper use. If the ideas are just taken as a guide to actions 
then they will help. The ideas of god, freedom and immortality are practi
cally useful; they help me live in peace and with purpose. They are the 
grounds of human moral sense. 

Kant explains his idea with the help of this example. The objects 
reflected in a mirror are seen as seen as behind it. This is an illusion. But 
the illusion is indispensably necessary if, besides the objects which lie be
fore our eyes, we are also to it see those which lie at a distance behind our 
back. Similarly, the ideas of reason though are transcendental illusions, 
need not necessarily deceive us. They are indispensably necessary if we 
are to direct the understanding beyond every given experience, and thereby 
to secure its greatest possible extension. For example, if we are to extend 
our understanding from the experience of the present life to its beyond we 
need the ideas of past and future lifes, the pre-existence and post-existence 
of the soul, and so an. These ideas help us organise our life and give a wider 
meaning to the life on earth. 

We may explain Kant's meaning by giving our own example. One 
day a young man and a woman, who were among those who want to avoid 
the watchful eyes of the people around went to a river bank to talk to each 
others heart. The loneliness on the place and youthful dispositions did their 
work; they felt like jumping into each others. But their consciousness said 
"No you cannot do this. This is the prerogative of a married life". There
upon they decided to marry each other. They saw an almost deserted temple 
and a stone-image of Lord Shiva. They went to the temple and said "Lord 
Shiva, you remain witness we marry each other in your presence." The 
situation of their life vastly changed. They now could feel the burden of 
marriage, and so on. Now, what really created a new sense of their life is 
not just a piece of stone. It is the imposition of the idea of god-head to a 
stone-form that did the miracle. It worked. At least it helped solmnise their 
marriage. The piece of stone in a mnndaue object, a mute witness, if at all. 
If in future any dispute arises about the marriage, the piece of stone ad
dressed as the Lord Shiva would not go to the law-court to bear witness. It 
will be their conscience, if anything, that will bear witness. The whole thing 
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thing is a mundane affair, a matter of life on earth. But the bindings upon 
the conducts of the young men and women of our story are not mundane. 
These moral bindings have been created by a transcendental idea, the idea 
of a god to which men have commitment. There is no knowledge in it, but 
definitely there is an idea, and the idea itself helps regulate the conduct of 
life. Morality, as Kant would thus explain, is due to ideas as are referred to 
transcendent reality and reflected in life's conduct as cideas. Ideas of rea
son, Kant explains, by themselves are vacuous senses; it is their use that 
make them either transcendent or transcendental. The ideas of god, free
dom and immortality which are necessarily presupposed in moral conduct 
are transcendental ideas and their use is immanent. These ideas do not come 
from heaven, nor are they ideas of natural dispositions; they are necessar
ily created by the spontaneity of reason. Morality is thus an affair of reason 
out and out. 
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DISCRIMINATION VIS·A·VIS RESERVATION
 

Madhabendra Nath Mitra
 

Every human being should be treated equally-this seems to be a basic 
principle of morality.Those who violate this principle maintains that 
this cannot be a basic moral principle. For this may lead to undesirable and 
morally wrong consequences. A girst of class x , for example, should not 
be treated equally with a person with the highest academic degree. The 
former should not get a teaching job at the university while the latter should. 
So when a teaching job in the university is concerned, the girl x should not 
be treated on par with the highest academic degree holder. Therefore, in 
order to avoid chaos and confusion, we will have to say that on the question 
of say a university job, the girl of class x should be discriminated against 
the highest academic degree holder. Therefore, discrimination must remain 
in a society for its smooth functioning and the basic moral principle should 
be: every human being should not be treated equally. 

To say this is to say that every human being should not have the 
moral right to do everything. Denying this right to a group of individuals 
on the basis of birth in a particular race or caste or creed is known as racial 
discrimination. The question here is: should everybody irrespective of race 
into which he/she is born be treated on a par? This question is similar to the 
question: should everybody irrespective of his/her educational qualifica
tion be treated on a par when teaching at the postgraduate level is con
cerned ? If the answer to the second question is : no, the answer to the first 
question should also be in the negative on the same ground. Since there are 
hierarcheis in capabilities and since one of the factors of this hierarchy is 
hereditory-determined, it naturally follows that persons belonging to the 
superior race must have certain rights which members of the inferior race 
should not possess. That will result in disorder and chaos in the society. In 
the first part of this paper I shall examine briefly the views of those who 
believe in racial discrimination on both pragmatic and moral grounds. In 
the second part I shall discuss the more important and current issue called 
"Reverse discrimination". 

PART I 

By racial discrimination I understand discrimination on the basis 
of birth. Whether I am born in a black family or I am born in a white family, 
or whether I am born in a scheduled caste or scheduled tribe family etc. will 
determine whether I am entitled to certain rights or not. If we look back at 
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the history of human civilization, we will find that a group of individuals 
are considered superior to another group and sometimes it is maintained 
that this superiority is due to their being born in a particular family or a 
particular race. Thus, it is taken for granted that there are superior race and 
superior pedigree and there are inferior race and inferior pedgree . People 
belonging to this so called superior race discriminates against those who 
belong to inferior race. 

But what is discrimination? To discriminate is to see the 
difference between two things. For example, one may say that I can 
discriminate between good and bad books. Discrimination is discrimi
nating or ability to discriminate. For example, I may say that some people 
do not show much discrimination in their choice of books. To discriminate 
against is to treat differently, to make distinctions. For example, one may 
say that laws which do not discriminate against anyone are those which 
threat all people in the same way. Those who discriminate against a group 
of people on the basis of the latter being born in a particular race or tribe 
are advocates of racial discrimination. Now the question is : are those who 
support the application of the principle of racial discrimination supporting 
something which is morally wrong? An answer to this question is not as 
simple as it appears on the first sight. Let us try to see what justification can 
be provided to support the principle of racial discrimination? 

To apply the principle of racial discrimination to someone is to deny 
him certain rights. One of the arguments for the supporters of the principle of 
racial discrimination is, as we have already pointed out, that everyone should 
not have equal rights in everything. The example of the student of class x is 
a case in point. This student who is academically incompetent to teach the 
postgraduate class should be denied the right to teach at the postgraduate 
level. It will be wrong to appoint her as a university teacher. As a matter of 
fact she should be denied the right even to apply for the post. If we accept 
this, are we not actually supporting the principle of discrimination ? To 
this one may say that discrimination by itself is not wrong, but discrimina
tion on the ground of being born in a particular family is wrong. Support
ers of the principle of racial discrimination may extend their argument for 
discrimination to cases of racial discrimination. They say the ground for 
discriminating in the student of class x case is that she lacks compe
tence . From this a general rule may be formulated, viz, those who lacks 
competence to do a particular job should not have the equal rights with 
those who are competent to do a particular job. 

Before we proceed further let us try to distinguish between the 
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concept of adhikdribheda (which may seem to involve discrimination) 
and the concept of racial discrimination I think that everybody will agree 
with the thesis that rights accrue on the basis of ability. Therefore, every
one should not have equal rights in everything, as there are bound to be 
differences in ability. Therefore, he who is professionally engaged in 
agricultural activities only because he is born in a community of agri
culturists should not have the right to teach the postgraduate level math
ematics and vice versa. This is an example of adhikaribheda as is the 
example of the class x student. For the rights we are talking about in such 
cases are rights which are related to abilities or capabilities. These rights 
have to be earned. If one learns a skill, one is capable of doing certain 
things. Rights related to that particular skill are given to him, he earns the 
right to apply his learning. Such rights are earned or acquired after birth. 
But there is a different kind of right. They are not earned after birth -rather 
we are born with them. They are our natural rights in the sense that every 
human being irrespective of caste and creed, and racial status is born with 
them. By human rights I understand such natural rights. 

Supporters of racial discrimination too believe in the existence of 
birth rights, but they deny that every human being has the same birht right. 
The birth rights of those belonging to a superior race or a superior pedigree 
are not the same as of those belonging to an inferior race or an inferior 
pedigree for supporters of racial discrimination seem to believe that people 
belonging to inferior race has lower reasoning ability and lesser intelli
gence level by virtue of the fact of their being born in the family of inferior 
race. This belief is based on the hypothesis that people's reasoning ability 
and intelligence level is completely determined by heredity which involves 
genetic factors rather than environmental factors. Further, since this ge
netic factor is immune to the influence of environmental factors, and it is 
heredity which determines the genetic factors, so people belonging to 
schedule caste etc. have lesser reasoning ability and lower intelligence level. 
Therefore, it is not desirable that such persons are allowed to be assigned 
those jobs which require greater reasoning ability and finer intelligence 
level. It is not desirable that they are allowed to work in the position of a 
judge or a teacher or a policy maker in the state, for example, which require 
higher reasoning ability and greater intelligence level. It is not desirable 
because it will bring in chaos and confusion, pain rather pleasure. It will, in 
other words, violate the utilitarian principle of balance of pleasure over 
pain. Therefore, it ought to be desired that a person belonging to black 
family or a person belonging to schedule caste, etc. are not allowed to do 
jobs requiring those abilities which they lack and hence they do not have 
any moral right to be engaged in such jobs. Therefore, racial discrimination 
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is morally justified. Aristotle seems to argue for this view. For he regards 
nature as a hierarchy in which those who have lesser reasoning ability exist 
for the sake of those who have higher. This seems to be one of the reasons 
why he supports the existence of slaves in the society on moral grounds. 

Although, the above argument in favour of the supporters of racial 
discrimination may be valid, but since some of the premises on which it is 
based can be shown to be false, the conclusion cannot be taken for granted. 
One of the premises of the argument is that our reasoning and intellectual 
ability is completely heredity-determined which excludes the possibility 
of change in the genetic factors by environmental influence. Biological 
researches showed that this is not actually the case. There may be other 
arguments to refute the above argument. But I am not at present interested 
in refuting the argument. Even if I assume that the genetic hypothesis is 
true, it does not follow that racial discrimination can be morally justified. 
For I believe that there are certain rights that every man has, just by virtue 
of being. They do not involve qualities like reasoning ability and intelli
gence. Right to avoid pains, right to develop one's abilities, right to satisfy 
basic needs for food and shelter, right to enjoy warm personal relation
ships, right to be free in pursuing one's own project and many others seem 
to be the right which every human being has, just by virtue of being human. 
Since supporters of racial discrimination not only hold that a group of people 
should not be allowed to do certain jobs for their lesser reasoning ability 
and intellectual acumen and thus they do not have any moral right to do 
such jobs, they also hold that persons from this group should not even be 
allowed to pursue such vocations. They do not have any moral right to do 
so. To say this is to say that supporters of racial discrimination deny that 
there are any right which can be elevated to the status of human rights. 
Thus belief in the existence of human rights is incompatible with the belief 
in the principle of racial discrimination. So the issue boils down to an 
appropriate answer to the question: Are there any rights which may be 
elevated to the rank of human rights? 

Before answering this question, let us try to understand more clearly 
what is meant by the phrase "human right" . The phrase consists of two 
words - (l) human and (2) right. Let us take up the second one first. 

To have a right is to have a moral claim to exercise that right. What
ever I do on the strength of my having a right does not need any external 
sanction. It is not a favour that is given to me. If my right is denied by 
anyone, then the action of that person will be considered as an immoral 
action. Similarly, if I deny other's right, I shall be considered as acting 
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immorally. An example of such a right is that I have a right to apply for the 
post of a teaching job if my academic qualifications commensurate with 
the requirements of the job. 

The adjective "human" to the word "right" adds an extra 
dimension. If that is accepted, then it follows that all rights are not 
human rights, although all human rights are rights. Now, let us try 
to see what extra characteristics a right must have in order to be a 
human right. At least five characteristics are associated with a right which 
may be called "human right". 

1. The rights which every human beings have and only human beings have. 
2. There are no hierarchies so far as human rights are concerned. The words 
"more" or "less" are inapplicable to human rights. Everyone has this right 
equally since the same right is possessed by every human being. 
3. Since this right is shared equally by every human being, it is to be 
distinguished from the right one has by virtue of a particular position. 
For example, ajudge's right to administer justice is not to be considered as 
a human right. 
4. This right is not given to me by a person, or a group if persons or an 
institution. And since this right is not given to me by anyone, it cannot be 
taken away from me by anyone, although it is possible that somebody may 
prevent me from exercising this right by force. In the strength of having 
this right one can fight against the powerful preventors even if they consti
tute a large majority on moral grounds. 
5. Since this right does not accrue at a particular point of time it must be 
present all the time. Since this right is possessed by every human being 
equally and for all the time, it is a right which one has since birth.' 

From the above characteristics of human right, it does not follow 
that it has a further characteristic, viz, human rights are absolute and self
evident in the sense that they cannot be overridden. On the contrary, it may 
be said that there are certain conditions under which they can be overridden. 
What actually follows from the above characteristics is that human rights 
are absolute in the sense that they are possessed equally without any spe
cial, additional qualification by all human beings. These two senses of the 
word "absolute" should be carefully distinguished in the case human rights. 
Similarly, the above characteristics do not indicate that those rights are 
self-evident. That is why after discussing the nature of human rights, I shall 
now try to answer the question whether there exists any such human right. 
If the answer to this question is in the negative, then it will be difficult to 
refute the principle of racial discrimination on moral grounds. Therefore, 
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it is important to find out at least one example of such a human right in 
order to refute racial discrimination. 

Gregory Vlastos in his article "Justice and Equallity" mentions the 
existence of two rights which can be qualified as human rights. He main
tains that right to well being and right to freedom are such rights.' Vlastos 
develops his arguments to establish that these rights are human rights. These 
arguments are worth considering. I do not want to repeat them here. I 
believe that there may be other examples of human right. But for my 
purposes it is sufficient to establish that there exists at least one human 
right. Let us say, following Vlastos, that right to freedom is a human right. 
One approach to show that right to freedom is a human right is to show that 
this right is essentially connected with the very nature of human beings and 
only human beings. Argument for this may be as follows: 
Man is essentially a creative being. 
Freedom is a precondition of creativity. 
To deny freedom is to deny the essential feature of a human being. 
Therefore, to deny freedom of an individual is to deny that that individual 
is a human being. 

This approach to answer the objection involves a sort of transcen
dental argument for showing that at least right to freedom is a human right. 
But unfortunately, I myself am not very clear on this point and so leave this 
point here as it is for consideration and further investigation. There seems 
to be a second approach to face the objection. Let me term it a reductio-ad
absurdum approach. On this approach we shall assume that there are not 
human rights like right to freedom. If we can show that this assumption 
will lead to a moral chaos and confusion, it may not be acceptable even to 
the supporters of the principle of racial discrimination. In order to develop 
the arguments for this approach we need to know what we mean when we 
say that there are human rights, which again means that some rights are 
human rights, which again is equivalent to the statement that there exists 
some rights which are human rights. or may be there exists at least one 
human right. But what is the meaning of this existential statement? when 
we say that there exists at least one tiger we mean that if we conduct a 
search, then we will be able to find it some day and some time. But to say 
that a right exists is not to say that we shall be able to find it in the sense in 
which we shall be able to find the tiger. The existence of a tiger can be 
determined with the help of sense-perception. But the existence of a right 
cannot be determined with the help of our sense-organs. Are we then talking 
about an existence in the sense in which a mental state exists, like the 
existence of pleasure, pain, desire,aversion etc? Human rights cannot be 
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said to exist in that sense either. For pleasure, pain, desire, aversion and all 
such psychological states has a beginning and an end. Human rights are not 
events in our life history, if it is there it is always there, if it is not there it is 
never there. What then do we mean by the existential statement under con
sideration, viz. there exists at least one human right. 

This is a difficult question and I propose the following answer. To 
say that a human right exist is to say that it exists as a value in the society. 
But what do we mean when we say that they exist as a value? Is there a 
special world (different from the one we live in ) which is the world of 
values. Some people will say there is a world of values different from this 
spatio-temporal world. Some people will deny this. We do not want to en
ter into such debates over which moral philosophers have been fighting for 
ages. 

Without entering into such a debate one may just say that human 
rights exist as a value in a society. To say that human rights exist in indi
viduals in a society is to say that that society has accepted it as a value-that 
society is treating it with respect, that society is keen to protect it as a value. 
Any society in which morality has a place must acknowledge that there are 
such fundamental rights like right to freedom. 

Now let us consider our reductio argument to show that there are 
human rights. Suppose we say that there are no human rights, not even the 
right to freedom as proposed by Vlastos. To say this is to deny the principle 
that if B does not have any human right, A cannot claim to have any such 
right on moral grounds unless there is a morally significant difference 
between A and B . There is no morally significant difference,for ex
ample, between A as a human being and B as a human being so far as the 
right to freedom is concerned. On no moral ground it can be said that be
cause A is born in an upper class family, it is he who alone along with the 
other members of that class has this right if birth does not make a morally 
significant and relevant difference between A and B so far as human rights 
like right to freedom is concerned, then what does determine the difference 
or who will determine whether A has right to freedom or B has this right? 
The only answer to this question will be that it depends upon the convenience 
of a group of individuals who are in "power" . But if the determination of who 
possesses human right depends upon what is convenient for a group, then this 
determination at least does not depend on any moral consideration.Thus, a 
society which denies the existence of human right like right to freedom 
denies morality itself. I do not think that any sensible individual will agree 
to live in a society where there is no place for morality. Such a society will 
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not only be full of chaos and confusion, it will also to be admitted that if 
anyone wants to be a resident of such a society will have to accept the fact 
that his rights may not be honoured on moral grounds. In such a society 
"power" will be the only right. That may ultimately be self-defeating. 
Besides, it is to be realized that to deny human right to someone is to deny 
that he is a human being. Slaves were denied human rights means that slaves 
were denied being human. At one point of time in the history slavery was in 
vogue in North America. The whites used to catch Negroes from countries 
like Africa and export them to U.S.A. They were treated as slaves meaning 
they were refused to be treated as human beings. It is true some of the 
slaves were treated very well. But this is to be understood as an act of 
generosity and kindness, not as acknowledgement of human rights to them. 
Those who cherish this kind of mentality today are supporters of racial 
discrimination. Thus, we may conclude that: 
1. If we deny human rights to a section of people, then we deny their
 
humanity, and
 
2. If we deny human right, then we deny morality which may be seIf

defeating.
 
None of these can be morally consistently acceptable to anyone including
 
the supporters of racial discrimination.
 
Therefore, human rights like freedom exist and racial discrimination can

not be morally justified.
 

PART II 

Now the question is : Are we duty-bound to do something for 
those who were are the victims of racial discrimination? We have been 
observing recently that blacks who were victims of racial discrimina
tion are given special privileges everywhere-in the case of admission 
in the case academic institutions, in the case of giving an employment etc. 
In India we are observing that those who were victims of racial discrimina
tion, viz. people belonging to scheduled caste and tribe are given prefer
ences everywhere. 

Now the question is : Is giving such special privileges to a section 
of people morally justified? In other words, is "reservation" morally 
justified? An obvious answer to this question is in the affirmative. It may 
be argued that it is natural to give some kind of protection and privileges to 
those who were being wronged for such a long period of time. We have to 
compensate them in some form or other. 

But the solution of the problem is not as simple as that. There is a 
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a universal principle of morality which says that everyone should be 
responsible for his/her actions and no one should be morally respon

sible for the actions done by others. That means X should not be pun
ished for Y's action. One may say that that is what is hapening in compen
sation policy. This is sometimes referred to as reverse discrimination. If 
racial discrimination is morally unjustifiable, so is reverse discrimination, 
because that is also a racial discrimination in the reverse order. 

So compensation argument does not work. Now the question is : 
can we then provide any other moral justification for "reservation"? 

This is a very complicated issue and requires a full length paper to 
do justice about it. But I shall try to defend in outline. 

It is true that one individual, X may question the appointment of Y 
in an educational institution on the ground of "reservation". X may 
legitimately ask: why should he be deprived of even applying for the 
post, having better or even equal academic qualification as Y ? Is it just 
because X is not responsible for his birth in that particular family? Why 
should he be discriminated against on racial grounds, which is not a moral 
ground? The legitimacy of this question is undeniable. The reason why it 
is morally wrong to deprive X from applying for a position and thus deny
ing his right even the possibility of getting of getting a particular job may 
be stated in the following way. X is born in a family whose antecedent 
history says that no member of his family became a victim of racial dis
crimination, while Y's family background tells us that they were at some 
point of time in the history were raically discriminated against. Therefore, 
although X himself is not responsible for the present backward state of Y, 
but X's forefathers are responsible for the state where Y at present is, for 
Y's ancestors were discriminated against by X's forefathers. Therefore, X 
is morally bound to compensate for those actions of his forefathers who are 
responsible for Y's miseries and his being in the present backward state. To 
say this is to assume that X is morally responsible for the actions which is 
done by his forefathers, not by himself. The moral question involved here 
is : should X be punished for an act which is not performed by him? I do 
not think that anybody who cares for morality will answer this question in 
the affmnati ve. For in that case a murderer may escape punishment and Chaitra 
may enjoy the fruits of action performed by Moitra. This not a morally accept
able principle. Therefore, X should not be discriminated against on the 
plea of reservation. Why should I be morally duty-bound to compensate for 
something when I am in no way related to the reason for compensation? 
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This argument is no doubt valid, but is not full proof to reject compensation 
argument. It is true that X should not be punished for the actions which are 
done by his forefathers. It is also true that X should not be rewarded for 
actions which he has not done. If X should not be rewarded for what he has 
not done, X should not enjoy the property that his forefathers have left for 
him.To inherit the property of forefathers and enjoy it is to enjoy 
something which is not the fruit of his own action. To enjoy the property 
inherited from my forefathers is the same as being rewarded for an action 
which is not done by me. If! morally accept to enjoy the property inherited 
from my forefathers, then I should also morally accept to compensate for 
the action done by my forefathers, then I should also morally accept to 
compensate for the action done by my forefathers. Of course this solution 
of the problem of reverse discrimination is too simple and needs more care
ful and elaborate consideration. But this, I think is a suggestion, which is 
worth pursuing for providing a moral justification for reverse discrimination. 

But the quotation still remains: Is not reverse discrimination based on 
racial discrimination which we have condemned as a morally unjustifiable 
principle ? In that case are we not denying human rights to a section of 
people in the society? If right to freedom is a human right, are this section 
of people not denied this right on the ground of being born in a particular 
family ? These are perplexing questions, very disturbing and difficult to 
answer. May be, time has come to re-think the entire issue. If our goal is to 
stop racial discrimination and compensate those who are the victims of 
such a discrimination, can we not adopt some other means to achieve this 
goal without reverting to racial discrimination again? Such question and 
issues need to be addressed by more competent philosophers of our 
country. I have just presented and argued for some stray thoughts to make 
a humble beginning. 
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THE ABORTION ISSUE: THE MALE FEMALE
 
GENDER DIVIDE AND DUPLICITY OF THEORY AND PRACTICE
 

Shefali Moitra 

Abortion which was legalized in India, in the decade of the seventies, through 
a bill in the parliament, did not come as a response to a feminist demand. 
Wherever woman has sought the right to abortion as an emancipatory 
weapon there has been considerable state opposition. Such has been the 
fate in fundamentalist countries as well as in the industrialized West. At 
most women have been advised to go in for contraception and not abortion. 
The double standards practised by the powerful Western Countries was 
particularly manifest in India's case. The feminist lobby in the seventies 
were not strong enough to pressurize the India Government, nor were tradi
tional norms demanding enough to explain the sudden legislation in favour 
of abortion. It is well known that it was as a precondition of international 
loans that India opted for stem family planning measures. The introduction 
of an abortion Bill was part of this loan package. Western Countries which 
had not sanctioned abortion on their own land forced it on third world coun
tries. Hence the overzealous liberalization of traditional reproductive norms 
under all circumstances. Abortion has been legalized in India on political 
grounds thereby shifting abortion from the domain of the personal to the 
domain of state concern. No longer is it seen as a debate on infanticide, or 
as a debate on woman's right over her body and reproductive function but 
as a part of the population debate. That too a debate between one male 
faction and another male faction, where women are receivers of proscrip
tions and not a part of the decision-making procedure. 

There was a time in Ancient India, (referred to by Sukumari 
Bhattacharya in her article 'Women in Vedic Society' in Women in An
cient India) when a barren woman could be legally abandoned after ten 
years, a mother of still-borne babies or one who gave birth to girls only, 
after twelve years and a quarrelsome woman immediately'. The passage 
from the Vedic period to the introduction of the abortion bill in the 1970's is 
a long one, no doubt. Indian women are enjoying a right in principle which 
many of her Western Counterparts don't. Having said this, it remains to be 
seen how emancipatory this right has been. 'The Indian Woman' is an omni
bus expression which includes women of many social, political and eco
nomic backgrounds. The abortion debate was not directed to the question 
of whether it would be safe for women, or economically viable or easily 
accessible, leave alone the more personal dimensions of the problem. 
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I would like to examine the theory practice divide vis-a-vis Indian 
woman and abortion. There is a divide in the policy maker's theory and 
practice as well as a divide in woman's own reaction and practice. 

One of the major issues in the abortion debate is the issue between 
the 'pro-choice' and 'pro-life' groups. The 'pro choice' thesis upholds the 
woman's right to choose whether she wants an abortion and when she wants 
it. The 'pro-life' campaigners argue that the foetus is a living organism, it 
has potential consciousness, potential rationality and therefore it has an 
equal right to life just as the mother has. Therefore it cannot be the mothers 
prerogative to choose whether she wants to keep or destroy the foetus. 
Apparently this debate primarily hinges on the metaphysical connotations 
we associate with the foetus, that is whether or not we attribute person
hood to the foetus, and if we do, then, is personhood attributed at concep
tion or at some later cut off period of viability? Though this is an important 
debate it will not be the focus of my present paper. Without giving reasons 
I shall polemically state my allegiance to the 'pro-choice' position. 

Having asserted my 'pro-choice' position and also having the sanc
tion for 'pro-choice' through legislation a considerable residual squirmishness 
at a personal level needs to be examined. An ambivalence towards abortion 
is a wide spread feminine experience. Here is where the theory practice 
divide comes in for a female brought up as woman. To emphasize this point 
of 'being brought up as woman' we need to remind ourselves of the sex/ 
gender divide which is well established in Western feminist literature but 
may need reiteration for the uninitiated. The Biological difference between 
the male and female species is referred to as the sex difference. This dis
tinction holds good in the animal world as well. Various determinate social 
constructs are imposed by different societies on this biological difference. 
These constructs are imposed by different include expectations regarding 
the behaviour pattern and thought-world of each sex. The male identity 
thus becomes a socially constructed, projected identity. The same holds 
true for female identity. The biological difference between male and fe
male is referred to as sex difference whereas the socially constructed dif
ference is referred to as gender difference. Let me further clarify. When I 
refer to the theory practice divide for a woman 'brought up as a woman' I 
mean the gendered woman and not the female sex. 

The gendered woman internalizes an identity along with certain 
accompanying values. In a patriarchal society this identity is projected by 
the 'other' that is the male-consciousness. The entire value orientation of 
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our society in relation to woman is geared on the primacy ofher reproduc
tive role. Sex and reproduction have not been perceived as two separate 
functions which are to be disjoined or conjoined by choice. On the con
trary, the entire definition of womanhood is centred around her child bear
ing capacity, her fecundity and motherhood. Since this is the way woman is 
defined, all moral choices and decisions which go in favour of this ideal are 
eulogised. A woman who takes recourse to abortion as an assertion of her 
right over her body and reproductive capacity goes against feminine val
ues, values which are constructed by patriarchal society. (Patriarchy is a 
structural mode of organisation through which male values find supremacy.) 

Among contemporary feminists there is a very strong group of 
Naturalists who feel that the feminist movement should be based on the 
naturalized description of woman and not on normative lines of what ought 
to be her destiny. They thus perceive a difference between feminine values 
which are natural and feminist values which are normative. The Naturalist's 
description of woman fits in with a part of what Simone de Beauvoir says, 
when she says 'It is in motherhood that woman fulfils her physiological 
destiny; "It is her natural calling" since her whole organic structure is adapted 
for the perpetuation of the species'. Beauvoir however does not remain 
satisfied with this destiny and therefore resists the reduction of the 'ought' 
to the 'is'. She hastens to add to her above quoted remarks that 'we have 
seen human society is never wholly abandoned to nature.' (The Second 
Sex, p. 501) The way she intends women to overcome their destiny/nature 
is by gaining full control over their bodies, primarily by gaining control 
over their reproductive capacity and also by gaining total sexual autonomy. 
Such autonomy was not perceived as a passport to universal promiscuity. 
The idea was that overcoming/controlling her reproductive nature woman 
could transcend her facticity and participate in the Sartrean project of tran
scendence of facticity through self-consciousness. But all this was far back 
in the 60's when Simone de Beauvoir's pronouncements were received as 
path-breaking and revolutionary. Twenty years later, that is, since the 1980's 
feminists have been deconstructing Beauvoir's Second Sex in the light of a 
very different feminist agenda which is neither separatist like the naturalist 
agenda nor inclusionist like some mainstream philosophies. The group of 
feminists I have in mind are the radical feminists who accept the differ
ences between the sexes, but do not accept the patriarchal gender bias which 
differentiates man and woman and in the process universalizes Man's 
gendered nature as human nature and woman as a lack. The radical femi
nists take up the project of re-conceptualizing gender concepts and gender 
relations in a way in which neither man nor woman is discriminated against. 
For this conceptual change to take place social and conceptual empower-
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ment on women is a must. 

As a part of this radical project let us take a fresh look at the sec
ond Sex. We could detect in it paragraph after paragraph and comment 
after comment that betray Beauvoir's body hating stance. Mind, conscious
ness, reason, are seen as emancipatory concepts while the female body 
with all its hormonal changes is seen as a constant source of pain, distress, 
frustration and 'lack'- something that has to be overcome, ignored, by
passed. Beauvoir's arguments in favour of abortion are motivated by these 
perceptions. The radical feminist, by contrast, speaks of the celebration of 
the woman-body not the neutered human body. There is a whole new gen
eration of women who do not see maternity as a threat. They do not see 
substance in Beauvoir's observation that woman's reproductive capacity 
and associated experiences are a source of enslavement. the way radical 
feminists see the issue is that all forms of real and anticipated woman's 
enslavement, disempowerment, marginalization is a result of the male per
ception of the female body, her body in-it-self is not a source of enslave
ment or embarrassment. The ground reality, however is, that the entire so
ciocultural fabric is geared towards gender discrimination and consequent 
marginalization of the female sex. 

The case the radical feminist would like to make vis-a-vis abortion 
is J:hat the right to abortion must be granted because women should have 
freedom over her body not because she perceives her body as a disvalue but 
because she perceives autonomy over her body as a value. 

The radical stance is by definition a break with existing theory and 
practice. Since we are taught to separate theory from practice we are quick 
at embracing new theories while ignoring the accompanying practice. The 
same applies to both men and women. Men who legislate abortion perceive 
this as a major right extended to women. In practice these rights are decep
tive. The granted freedom is deceptive because in practice it is a freedom to 
treat women as sex objects and reproductive machines. As in India the 
entire issue of abortion is related to the population problem and is through 
that route brought under the direct control of power groups, be it the State, 
the political parties or the patriarch of the family. 

It is not only man who takes a dual position in theory and practice. 
The woman takes an equally split position. On the theoretical level she 
knows what she is fighting for - she is fighting for greater autonomy. To 
gain full autonomy she needs to free herself from an internalized identity 
which is enslaving. There is a sort of love hate relationship between woman 
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and her self. She is aware of the limitations of this internalized identity, she 
is also familiar with the possible avenues or maneuverability within this 

identity and the expectations of others from her-she identifies herself with 
this 'other- projected identity, she feels at home in spite of being steeped in 
some form of false consciousness or bad faith. It is very difficult for her to 
break away from the derivative practice which follows from this internal
ization. Beauvoir correctly observes that 'women are intimidated by a mo
rality that for them retains its prestige even on transgression. They inwardly 
respect the law they transgress. They suffer from this transgression ...'. (Sec
ond Sex p.507 ) . This is a commonly reported experience in feminist lit
erature. The painful contradictions of patriarchy are being brought more 
and more into focus. Jean Grimshaw made a very truthful submission with 
which I can identify myself. She observes that there are certain stereotype 
objectifying images of women handed down to us through history which 
we try to criticize and reconstruct. But at the same time these very same 
images give us a great deal of pleasure. they are related with our desires, 
fears, fantasies and concepts of ourselves. ('Autonomy and Identity in Femi
nist Thinking' in Feminist Perspectives in Philosophy, Me Millan Press). 
There experiences are very important and must be taken note of in any 
attempt to philosophize on woman's issues. And sex, and reproduction are 
certainly women's issues. Lorraine Code is right in pointing out that 'expe
riences that depend on natural biological differences, in areas of sexuality, 
parent hood, and some aspects of physical and emotional being must be 
different for women and for men to the extent that it would be impossible 
for them to know them in anything like 'the same way". ('Experience Knowl
edge and Responsibility' in Women, Knowledge and Reality: Explora
tions in Feminist Philosophy, ed. Human, Boston, 1989, p.167) There 
could be differences among men and men as well as differences among 
women and women. But the differences between the same sex and the dif
ferences between different sexes are to be distinguished. 

Our initiation of a perspectival approach to philosophy in general 
as opposed to the so called 'gender neutral' approach of traditional philoso
phy has special significance for the abortion issue. Some philosophers have 
resisted the recognition of abortion as a philosophical problem. on the pre
text that philosophy is concerned with meta-theory and not with first 
level issues. Philosophers who have included the abortion issue have sub
sumed it under some existing accredited category of philosophical prob
lems such as 'the problem of right to life' or 'the problem of person-hood'. 
Having done this, they subject abortion to a context neutral impersonal 
treatment following the conceptual scheme of one philosophy or the other, 
e.g. Marxism, Existentialism, Liberalism and so forth. Radical feminists see 
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this as a form of co-option and appropriation. The perspectival approach 
has to be accepted and along with it individual experiences must be heard 
and assessed. It would be naive to think that we can derive what is right and 
what is wrong by adopting a moral principle and then subsuming first level 
experiences into it. Real life situations are much more complex than that. 
To think that whenever there is a moral conflict an overworking principle 
for conflict resolution will also be available is just not correct. Lorain Gode's 
remark is educative in this context. She writes: 'the point is not to generate 
a neat theoretical structure, but to learn how to let experience shape and 
reshape theory, in a word, the aim is to understand rather than to find 
methods of justification, verification and control'.(p.169) 

We must acknowledge experiences which s. c. not conducive to for
malization and other traditional modes of explanation. The abortion issue 
for instance, includes much more than the personhood issue that may be 
formalized. The abortion issue is a very complex phenomenon. Even the 
issue of woman's autonomy in this context cannot be treated in abstraction. 
The autonomy issue is situated in a cluster of other interrelated issues, each 
demanding separate attention. Janice Moulton has helped us by identifying 
some of the issues involved in the choice of abortion. She writes' there are 
many features beside personhood that are important to people making a 
moral decision about abortion: That is the result of sexual intercourse, so 
that guilt atonement, or loyalty about the consequences may be appropri
ate; that the effects only occur to woman, helping to keep a power-minority 
"ina powerless position...'. (A Paradigm of Philosophy the Adversary Method 
in Women, Knowledge and Reality, p. 16) There are many other relevant 
and important issues related to the abortion decision but mainstream phi
losophy has largely ignored these issues; primarily, because they do not fit 
the certainty, verification, justification norms of r~~ilosophy. As long as 
this situation continues the duplicity between theory and practice will re
main acute. 
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